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Abstract
Development and characterisation of a novel optical 
surface defect detection system 
By
Mohammad Abu Hana Mustafa Kamal
T h e  objective  o f  this project was to develop and characterise a novel optical h igh ­
speed online surface defect detection system. Th e  inspection system is based on the 
p rincip le  o f  optical triangulation and provides a non-contact method o f  determ ining 
3D p ro file  o f  a diffuse surface. P rim ary components o f  the developed system consist 
o f  a diode laser, C C f l5  C M O S  camera, and tw o P C  contro lled servom otors. C o ntro l 
o f  the sample movement, image capturing, and generation o f  3D  surface profiles was 
program m ed in  L a b V ie w  software. Inspection o f  the captured data was facilitated b y  
creating a program  to v irtu a lly  present the 3D scanned surface and calculate 
requested surface roughness parameters. Th e  servom otors were used to m ove the 
sample in the X  and Y  directions w ith  a resolution o f  0.05 jam. Th e  developed non- 
contact online su rface -p rofiling  device a llow s fo r qu ick  h igh -reso lu tion  surface 
scanning and inspection. Th e  developed system was successfu lly used to generate 
automated 2D surface profiles, 3D surface pro files and surface roughness 
measurement on different sample material surfaces. T h is  automated inspection 
fa c ility  has X - Y  scanning area capacity o f  12 b y  12 mm. In  order to characterise and 
calibrate the developed p ro filin g  system, surface profiles measured b y  the system 
were compared to optical m icroscope, b inocular m icroscope, A F M  and M itu to yo  
Surftest -  402 measurement o f  the same surfaces.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Surface engineering provides an im portant means o f  engineering product 
differentiation in terms o f  qua lity , perform ance and life -c yc le  cost. Surface 
inspection is used fo r quality assurance o f  surface engineered products. There  are 
m any types o f  inspection methods for surface inspection, generally categorised as 
destructive and non-destructive inspection (N D T ) .  T h e  m ain N D T  systems for defect 
inspection include eddy current, liq u id  penetrant inspection, radiography, ultrasonic, 
and optical techniques. N D T  inspection techniques have great advantages over 
destructive testing. Th e  demand for greater qua lity  and product re lia b ility  has created 
a need fo r better techniques o f  N D T  [1]. Th e  optical methods include im aging radar, 
interferom etry, active depth -from - defocus, active stereo, and triangulation. A m on g 
them optical triangulation is one o f  the most popular optical range find ing 
approaches [2].
O v e r the last few  years there has been a sign ificant increase in  research into the 
developm ent and application o f  optical methods fo r surface inspection. T h is  has been 
due to a num ber o f  factors such as greater fam ilia rity  w ith  laser techniques, the 
a va ilab ility  o f  new com m ercial equipment, and developm ents in solid-state detector 
arrays and image processing. There  are tw o types o f  measurement data acquiring 
methods: contact measurement and non-contact measurement. Contact measurement 
is a measuring method that acquires surface geom etric inform ation b y  ph ys ica lly  
touching the parts, using tactile sensors such as gauges and probes. One exam ple is 
the co-ord inate measuring machine (C M M ) . W ithout p h ys ica lly  contacting the part, 
non-contact measurement is used to acquire surface inform ation b y  using some 
sensing devices, such as laser o r optical scanners, X -ra y s  o r C T  scans [3],
Scratches, cracks, wear o r checking fo r proper fin ish , roughness and texture, are 
typ ical tasks o f  surface quality inspection o r surface inspection. Laser scanning 
inspection systems using the triangulation o r stéréovision princip les are the most 
com m on and useful methods fo r 3D surface p ro filin g  [4]. O p tica l scanning
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technologies are generally preferred because o f  their greater f le x ib ility  in  the 
d ig itiza tion  o f  surfaces, non-contact measurement, sub-m icrom eter resolution, simple 
structure and accuracy compared to mechanical systems [5,6]. F o u r types o f  light 
pro jection  patterns are com m only used fo r 3D p ro filin g  include single point, strip, 
grating and g rid  [7,8]. Desirable features fo r on -lin e  p ro filin g  systems are:
a) N o n - contact measurement to prevent surfaces from  being damaged
b ) H ig h  vertica l resolution
c) Im m unity to environm ental vibration , air disturbance, translation stage error 
and other error sources and
d) E a sy installation and convenient automated operation [9].
Th e  accurate measurement o f  surface roughness is ve ry  im portant to ensure the 
qua lity  o f  parts and products. A  stylus type instrum ent is com m only used tool for 
measuring surface roughness parameters. D ifficu ltie s  fo r this device in  on -line  
measurements include potential surface scratches, w ear o f  the stylus tip, and danger 
o f  instrum ent damage fo r h igh  speed and long duration measurements [10]. A s  an 
alternative optical techniques have other key advantages includ ing h igh  speed, 
greater accuracy and re lia b ility  [11,12]. D iffe rent parameters can be used fo r the 
characterization o f  surface roughness. Statistical parameter such as the arithmetic 
mean o f  the roughness, and the root mean square roughness, Rq, are most 
frequently used [13].
In  this w ork  an automated laser, based on a p revious manual surface scanning 
system, has been developed. Th e  inspection p rincip le  o f  the optical triangulation 
provides a non-contact method o f  determ ining the displacem ent o f  a diffuse surface. 
M a in  components o f  the developed 3D su rface -p ro filing  device are a ligh t source, a 
C M O S  camera, and tw o P C  contro lled servom otors. Point and a strip pattern o f  laser 
ligh t were used as a light sources. Th e  light o f  a laser diode was focused onto the 
target surface. A  lens imaged this reflected laser ligh t onto the C M O S  camera. A s  the 
target surface height changes, the image shifts on the C M O S  camera due to parallax.
Th e  developed non-contact online surface inspection system allows for quick h igh - 
resolution surface scanning and inspection. In  the developed inspection system the 
contro l o f  the sample m ovem ent, image capturing, and generation o f  3D surface
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profiles was program m ed b y  L a b V ie w  and interfaced w ith  a G raph ica l U se r Interface 
(G U I ) .  A  separate G U I  has been developed fo r surface roughness parameters 
measurement.
T h is  thesis is separated into seven chapters and nine appendixes. Chapter tw o deals 
w ith  the literature survey for the developed automated surface defect detection 
system. In  the first section o f  this chapter review s surface inspection, surface defect, 
surface roughness, roughness parameters, surface roughness measurement technique 
and different 3D surface p ro filin g  methods. A ls o  review s the laser as a ligh t source, 
lasers applications and servo technology.
Chapter three describes the operation princip le  and experim ental setup o f  this 
project.
Chapter fou r presents the software developm ent fo r the automated surface inspection 
system. T h is  chapter gives detailed descriptions o f  the develop software, w h ich  
include C C A M  C C f l5  camera interfacing w ith  L a b V ie w , automated surface 
scanning system, and 3D surface reconstruction. T h is  chapter also present that 
procedure fo r surface roughness determination.
Chapter five  presents experim ental results achieved w ith  the system. Surface 
roughness parameters results are compared w ith  com m ercial systems inc lud ing  a 
Pacific  N anotechnology atomic force m icroscope (A F M )  and a stylus instrument 
M itu to yo  Surftest-402.
Chapter s ix  presents a discussion on the automated L T S  system scans results.
Chapter seven presents a conclusions and recommendations fo r future w ork .
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Chapter Two
Literature survey
2.1 Surface profile
A  p ro file  is  the line o f  intersection o f  a surface w ith  a sectioning plane w h ich  is 
perpendicular to the surface. It is a tw o-dim ensional slice o f  the three-dim ensional 
surface. Profiles are almost always measured across the surface in  a direction 
perpendicular to the lay o f  the surface, as shown in figure  2.1.
F igu re  2.1: Surface p ro filin g  system [13].
2.2 Roughness profile
Roughness is o f  significant interest in  m anufacturing because it is the roughness o f  a 
surface that determines its fric tion  in  contact w ith  another surface. Th e  roughness o f  
a surface defines how  that surfaces feels, how  it looks, how  it behaves in a contact 
w ith  another surface, and how  it behaves fo r coating o r sealing. F o r m oving parts the 
roughness determines how  the surface w ill  wear, h ow  w e ll it w i l l  retain lubricant, 
and how  w e ll it w i l l  ho ld  a load.
Th e  roughness p ro file  includes on ly  the. shortest w avelength deviations o f  the 
measured p ro file  from  the nom inal pro file . Th e  roughness p ro file  is the m odified 
pro file  obtained b y  filte ring  a measured p ro file  to attenuate the longer wavelengths
associated w ith  waviness and form  error. O p tio n a lly , the roughness m ay also exclude 
(b y  filte rin g ) the ve ry  shortest wavelengths o f  the measured pro file , w h ich  are 
considered noise or features sm aller than those o f  interest [13].
2.3 Surface inspection
Surface inspection is usua lly  a bottleneck in  m any production processes. Th e  visual 
inspection fo r appearance o f  metal components in  most m anufacturing processes 
depend m ain ly  on human inspectors whose perform ance is generally inadequate, 
subjective and variable. Th e  human visual inspection system is adapted to perform  in 
a w o rld  o f  va rie ty  and change. H ow ever, the accuracy o f  the human visual inspection 
declines w ith  du ll, endlessly routine jo bs . Th e  inspection is therefore, slow , 
èxpensive, erratic, and particu la rly , subjective. A s  visual inspection processes on ly  
require the analysis o f  the same type o f  images repeatedly to detect anomalies, 
automatic v isua l inspection is the alternative to the human inspector to ob jective ly  
conduct such an inspection [14]. V isu a l surface inspection o f  plastic, steel, fabric, 
w ood , and other techniques can be easily perform ed using machine v is ion . Inspection 
o f  products on h igh  speed m anufacturing lines can be boring , exhausting, and 
dangerous fo r human operators. Th e  manual a ctiv ity  o f  inspection could be 
subjective and h ig h ly  dependent on the experience o f  human personnel [15]. These 
reasons lead to humans not a lw ays being consistent evaluators o f  quality. Autom ated 
inspection can re lieve  this w ork , and p rovide  more consistent quality o f  inspection 
u n tirin g ly . Furtherm ore, automated inspection can find  defects that are too subtle for 
detection b y  an unaided human and can operate at h igher speeds than the human eye, 
fo r exam ple, products m oving several meters per second [16]. Image analysis 
techniques are being increasingly used to automate industria l inspection.
Lasers are used in  inspection and measurement systems because laser light provides 
a bright, unidirectional, and collim ated beam o f  ligh t w ith  a h igh  degree o f  temporal 
(frequency) and spatial coherence. These properties can be useful either singu la rly  or 
together. F o r exam ple, when lasers are used in  interferom etry, the brightness, 
coherence, and collim ation o f  laser light are all important. H o w e ve r, in  the scanning, 
sorting, and triangulation applications, lasers are used because o f  brightness, 
un id irectiona lity , and collim ated qualities o f  their light; tem poral coherence is not a
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factor. Th e  various types o f  laser-based measurement systems have applications in 
three main areas:
• D im ensional measurement,
• V e lo c ity  measurement, and
• Surface inspection.
Th e  use o f  lasers m ay be desirable when these applications require h igh  precision, 
accuracy, or the a b ility  to provide  rapid, non-contact ganging o f  soft, delicate, hot, or 
m oving parts. Photo detectors are generally needed in  a ll the applications, and the 
ligh t variations can be d irectly  converted into electronic form  [17]. Surface 
inspection w ith  lo w -p o w e r lasers is done either b y  evaluating the specular o r diffuse 
light reflected from  the surface being interrogated. Th e  laser beam used is almost 
a lw ays scanned so that the surfaces in vo lve d  can be inspected in  the shortest period 
o f  time. Eva luation  o f  specular reflected laser ligh t to detect surface defects has been 
h ig h ly  successful fo r machine parts where the m achined surfaces are specular and 
surface defects are fille d  w ith  black residue from  the m achining process. Eva luation  
o f  diffuse laser ligh t to determine differences in the surface fin ish  has been 
successful in  some cases [18].
a. On-line Inspection
O n -lin e  inspection is the acquisition o f  maintenance data using a com puter-based 
system, re vo lv in g  around real time data acquisition and processing, g iv in g  w arn ing i f  
any o f  the m onitored parameters fa ll outside p re -configuration  levels.
b. Off-line Inspection
O ff -l in e  inspection is the collection  o f  data from  a product, w h ich  has been rem oved 
from  the production. Data are collect v ia  a sensor. Sensor and part are m oved from  
point to po int as needed. T h is  is o b viou s ly  different from  on line  inspection, where 
the sensor must stay in place to provide  instantaneous data acquisition [19].
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2.4 S u rfa c e  defects
In  practice the qua lity  determination o f  com ponent parts often in vo lves the 
identification  and subsequent quantification o f  characteristic defects that pertain to 
the particu lar m anufacturing process em ployed. In  consequence it is often possible to 
associate specific  products, materials and m anufacturing processes, w ith  particular 
types o f  observable surface defect. F o r exam ple, in jection  m oulded components may 
tend to exh ib it undesired sink o r tooling  marks, and/or incom plete or additional 
topo logica l features, whose form , position  and orientation, d irectly  relate to both 
com ponent and tool design. S im ila rly , cutting, g rind ing  and po lish in g  operations may 
produce characteristic surface m arkings, includ ing an altered texture and excessive 
burrs due to tool wear o r the inclusion  o f  fore ign abrasive materials. O ther 
characteristic defects include a d istinctive  w rin k le d  aspect to sheet metal 
components, and defective solder jo in ts , w h ich  exh ib it a predictable abnormal 
surface appearance and shape. Further examples are the excessive splatter and 
surface discoloration observed during w e ld ing  and laser m achining, and various 
surface im perfections on sem i-conductor wafers, and in  the glaze o f  ceramic 
tableware, both o f  w h ich  can result in  characteristic observable surface traits [20].
2.5 Surface roughness
Th e  finer irregularities o f  the surface texture usua lly  result from  the inherent action 
o f  the production  process and material condition  [21]. Roughness is a measure o f  the 
topographic re lie f  o f  a surface. Exam ples, o f  surface re lie f  include po lish ing marks 
on optical surfaces, m achining marks on m achined surfaces, grains o f  magnetic 
material on m em ory disks, undulations on s ilicon  wafers, o r marks left b y  ro lle rs on 
sheet stock.
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F igure  2.2: Schematic representation o f  a rough surface [22].
F igu re  2.2 shows a schematic representation o f  a rough  surface and some parameters 
used for describ ing the surface. N ote  that the. surface height variations are measured 
from  a mean surface level and expressed as a roo t mean square (R M S ) roughness 
value. T h e  separations between sim ilar surface features along the surface (la te ra lly) 
are generally referred to as surface spatial wavelengths or statistically as a correlation 
length. G enera lly  a surface p ro file  is sealed m ove on the height axis. I f  both vertical 
and horizonta l scales were the same, the p ro file  w o u ld  appear as a straight line, and 
no height detail could  be seen [22].
2.6 Surface roughness parameters
Surface roughness parameters are used to q ua lify  various conditions o f  the material 
surface [23]. D ue to the need fo r different parameters in a w ide  va rie ty  o f  m achining 
operations, a large num ber o f  surface roughness parameters have been developed. 
T h e y  include arithm etic mean roughness (R*), root-m ean-square average (Rq), 
m axim um  height (R y), ten -point mean roughness (R z), highest peak (R p), and lowest 
va lle y  (R v) [21,23,24,25].
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2.6.1 A rith m e tic  m ean  ro u g h n ess  (R a)
Th e  average roughness is b y  far the most com m only used parameter in  surface finish 
measurement. Th e  average surface roughness, or average deviation, o f  a ll points 
from  a plane fit to the test part surface [24]. T h is  parameter is also know n as average 
roughness, A  A  (arithm etic average), and C L  A  (center line average). R a is un iversa lly  
recognized and is the most used roughness parameter [26]. Therefore,
Ra = j- Z(x) | dx
W here Ra == the arithm etic average deviation from  the mean line. 
L  =  the sam pling length 
Z  = the ordinate o f  the p ro file  curve.
F igu re  2.3: Surface roughness p ro file  [21].
F o r d igita l instruments approxim ation o f  the Ra value m ay be obtained b y  adding the 
ind iv idu a l Z ; values w ithout regard to sign and d iv id in g  the sum b y  the num ber o f  
data points, N . '
=(1^1 1 + 1^2 1 + 1^3 1+............+ \Zn \)/N 2.1 •
A s  show n in  figure  2.3, Z (x )  is the p ro file  height function  used to represent the po in t- 
b y -p o in t deviations between the measured p ro file  and the reference mean line [21]. 
D istance between tw o successive points or step size denoted b y  do.
\
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2.6.2 R o o t-m e a n -sq u a re  av e rag e  (R q)
Th e  root-m ean-square average o f  the height deviations measured from  the mean 
linear surface taken w ith in  the evo lu tion  length or area, Rq is used in computations o f  
Skew and K urtosis  [24].
In  mathematical sym bols:
7?, =  J - j -  (  Z{x)dx
Th e  d igita l approxim ation Rq is [21]:
Rq = V ( Z 12 + Z 2 + Z 32 + ..............+ Z 2n)/N  2.2
2.6.3 Skew ness, K u rto s is  and M a x im u m  he ight
Skewness is a measure o f  the asym m etry o f  the p ro file  about the mean line. F o r 
digita l data the useful form ula for skewness is as fo llow s:
1 1 N
= - r — 23 R \ N % i J
K urtosis  is a measure o f  the peakedness o f  the p ro file  about the mean line [21]. The  
d ig ita l approxim ation fo r kurtosis is:
i i ^
^ = - T — I X  2.4
R 4q N j l  J
M a xim um  height is the distance between tw o lines parallel to the mean line that 
contacts the extreme upper and low er points on the p ro file  w ith in  the roughness 
sam pling length [26].
I
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2.7 R o u g h n ess  m e a su re m e n t
Roughness can be obtained d irectly  from  surface -profile  measurements, o r it can be 
calculated from  a scattering measurement using a theory-re la ting  scattering to 
surface roughness. H e igh t variations on a surface can be obtained d irectly  from  a 
p ro file  measurement, but one must realize that the instrum ent is averaging over some 
area o f  the surface. Scattering measurements, though easier to make, y ie ld  on ly  a 
statistical average o f  the surface roughness. [22]. Th e  measurement technique can be 
d iv ide d  into tw o board categories:
(1 ) Contact, and
(2) N on -contact
O n  the m icroscopic scale o f  surface measurements, a contact type stylus p ro file r (SP ) 
using electronic am plification is the most popular, but the disadvantage here is that it 
is possible to damage the surface being measured. Th e  probe is also subject to wear 
after pro longed use, thus affecting the readings. M o re  recently, a non-contact optical 
p ro file r based on the tw o-beam  optical interferom etry was developed and is now  
w id e ly  used in industry. O n  a finer scale o f  surface measurements, tw o techniques, 
nam ely scanning tunnelling m icroscopy (S T M )  and atom ic force m icroscopy (A F M )  
have recently been developed to measure fine details o f  surface on a m olecular scale 
[28].
Several optical or non-contact methods are applicable to surface-roughness 
measurement. Th e  most com m on o f  these are interferom etry, speckle, light 
scattering, and focus [29,30]. Th e  main advantages o f  optical methods are that they 
can be used fo r measurements, applicable to in -process measurement, and are 
re la tive ly  fast measurement system [31].
2.8 Types of scanner for surface profiling
T h e y  are tw o main types o f  scanners, w h ich  use different methods o f  scanning:
1. Contact
o  T o u ch  probe
2.N on-contact
a. Laser strip triangulation
b. O ptica l triangulation using structured sight
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2.8.1 C o n ta c t scan n in g  - T o u ch  p ro b e
Th e  object to be scanned is placed anywhere on the machine bed. A  probe extends 
dow nw ards and touched every point on the object to be scanned. T h is  method can be 
time consum ing and scanning may prove  d ifficu lt fo r some odd shaped objects.
2.8.2 Non-contact scanning
T h is  enables capturing o f  surface data in a fraction o f  the time required b y  contact 
probes. W ith  non-contact scanning, chances o f  inaccuracies or damage occurring to 
the object you  w ish  to scan are elim inated and it g ives precise x , y , and z  locations.
Advantages:
• Capable o f  fu ll p ro filin g  and topographical analysis
• N on -contact feature m ay be advantageous fo r soft surfaces
• Can generate filtered o r unfiltered profiles
Disadvantages:
• Measurements m ay va ry  w ith  sample material o r re fle ctiv ity
• M a y  have d iff ic u lty  measuring surface features w ith  steep slopes
• Parameters and available filte r types may va ry  w ith  instrum ent
a. Laser strip triangulation
A  laser diode and strip generator is used to project a laser line onto the object shown 
in  figure  2.4. T h e  line is v iew ed  at an angle b y  cameras so that height variations in  
the object can be seen as changes in the shape o f  the line. Th e  resulting captured 
image o f  the strip is a p ro file  that contains the shape o f  the object.
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Surface profile display Camera
Laser
Sample
Figure  2.4: Laser strip  triangulation [27].
h. Optical triangulation using structured light
T h is  type o f  3D  scanner use a projector and camera pair to scan and capture an 
object using structured light patterns. T h e  light patterns are horizontal parallel bars 
called fringes. T h e  scanning process in vo lves the strips being projected onto the 
object, the ligh t is then reflected o f f  the object into a rece iv ing  camera in w hich  it is 
connected to a frame grabber card as shown in figure  2.5.
T o  process the image, each o f  the projected lines arc tracked and compared w ith 
other fringes. T h is  g ives the distance inform ation (from  the camera to the object) and
Figure  2.5: Triangu la tion  using laser light.
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thereby the part surface height data, z  data. Th e  lateral surface x  and y  data can be 
acquired d irectly  from  any 2D  camera image. A fte r the image is captured, it needs to 
be processed. D u rin g  processing, the point clouds go through stages o f  alignment 
[32].
2.9 Laser technology
Th e  most im portant hardware in optical m etro logy is ligh t source. Laser is an 
acronym  fo r L ig h t A m p lifica tion  b y  Stim ulated Em ission  Radiation. Stim ulated 
em ission is the process b y  w h ich  ligh t passing through a fluorescing substance is 
am plified. W ith  suffic ient am plification, a pow erfu l, h ig h ly  directional beam can be 
propagated. Th e  laser is a unique source that sim ultaneously produces both coherent 
(in -phase) and m onochrom atic (s ing le -w avelength) radiation. Laser ligh t has 
propagation characteristics that make possible num erous applications that cannot be 
achieved w ith  random or collim ated sources [33]. A  laser is constructed around on an 
energy pum p, w h ich  irradiates the laser-active m edium  and that w ay, excites 
particles from  the ground into h igh  la yin g  electronic stat, from  w h ich  they re lax b y  
em itting photons. A  resonator exerts a selective feedback to the system b y  restricting 
the num ber o f  a llow ed eigenfrequencies (m odes) that can start oscillating and b y  
coup ling  the emitted particles. I f  the total gain per round trip  o f  photons in  the 
resonator exceeds the total loss, then the condition  fo r se lf-excited oscillation is 
fu lfille d  and the laser starts lasing [34].
2.9.1 Laser diode module
M o st inspection systems require a continuous w ave (C W )  laser input whose 
w avelength is in  the v is ib le  range. TEM oo Gaussian mode beams, focused to a high 
intensity, and to the smallest possible spot are standard requirements fo r surface 
inspection. Laser diode modules make cost effective solutions fo r m any laser 
alignm ent, measurement, automation, scientific , security, and industria l applications 
in v o lv in g  batch processing and positioning. Laser diode m odules include c ircuits, a 
laser diode, and optics packaged in  a protective housing as shown in  figure  2.6. A l l  
that is required for operation is an appropriate external po w er supply [42].
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M odulation Laser d iode Laser Fo cu s in g  L ine  generation
option d rive r c ircu it diode lens lens option
External pow er option
Output
beam
Figure 2.6: Physical construction o f  a laser d iode m odule [43].
2.9.2 Line generators
L ine  generators are used to project a single straight laser line onto a sample surface. 
T h e y  are available w ith  the option o f  standard o r uniform  intensity, as w e ll as 
v irtu a lly  any line length. L ine  generators are often used fo r m achinc v is ion , material 
inspection, alignment and position ing applications. Standard line  generators produce 
a laser line, w hich  has a Gaussian intensity d istribu tion . T h is  ensures that the line 
appears bright in the centre and fades o f f  towards the edges. A  uniform  intensity line 
has no hotspots, m aking it the solution o f  choice fo r  applications requiring easy 
v ie w in g  and receiver calibration, see figure 2.7 [44, 45].
B
F igu re  2.7: Laser line generator [45].
T h e  line generator lens assem bly consists o f  a spherical lens assembly a and 
cylin d rica l lens assem bly b. Lens assem bly a adjusts the thickness o f  the line o r spot 
and lens assembly b ensures a flat line shape. A  indicates the laser line generator, B
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indicates the laser line generated w ith  lens a o n ly  and C  indicates the generate laser 
line  generated w ith  both lens com bination.
2.9.3 Intensity distribution of laser line
M o st laser line  generators on the market today use cy lin d rica l optics to generate a 
line. T h e  Gaussian o r non-G aussian distribution refers to the d istribution o f  pow er 
ove r the projected laser line. Th e  phrase Gaussian d istribution  (also called N orm al 
D istribu tio n ) is a statistical term that refers to a bell-shaped graph. Th e  ligh t intensity 
o f  a Gaussian line  fades aw ay towards the ends o f  the line, eventua lly  fa llin g  be low  
the threshold level o f  the detector and becom ing in v is ib le  to the system. Depending 
on the settings o f  the detector and the level o f  u n ifo rm ity  required b y  the application, 
as m uch as 50% o f  the available pow er can be lost. T h e  po w er intensity is lowest at 
the tips o f  the pro jector laser line, and highest in  the m iddle. Point A  and B  in  figure
2.8 shows the different intensity o f  the laser line w ith  a Gaussian distribution.
Intensitv
F igure  2.8: Standard intensity distribution (Gaussian d istribution) [46].
A s  the ligh t intensity o f  Gaussian lines is non -un iform , the calibration o f  the system 
can become d ifficu lt. Separate calibrations must be made fo r p ixe ls  in  the bright 
central area and fo r those in the transition area. T h e  lo w  intensity area cannot 
contribute to the calibration because it is in v is ib le  to the system. F igu re  2.9 shows 
the distribution  o f  a standard uniform  intensity line  generator. Point A  and B  shows 
sim ilar intensity. These generators are efficient and easy to calibrate because o f  their 
uniform  intensity distributions [46].
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Figure  2.9: U n ifo rm  intensity d istribution [46J.
2.9.4 Laser line length
T h e  fan angle determines the length o f  the laser line for a set distance as show n in 
figure  2.10. T h e  line  length at a distance, D , from  the laser m odule is calculated 
using the line length factor, L L F ,  as fo llo w s :
L ine  length = D  x  L L F
/ '  Fan A n g le \
D is ta n c e
Laser L in e  L en g th
Figure  2.10: Relation between fan angle, laser line length and w o rk in g  distance [44].
L ine  length factors: 
30 -dcgrcc fan angle 0.5359 
45-degree fan angle 0.8284 
60-degree fan angle 1.1547 
90-degree fan angle 2.0000
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2.9.5 Focal sp o t size a n d  d ep th  o f focus (D O F ) o f th e  la se r  beam
T h e  focusing lens is used to obtain a sm aller laser beam spot on the object than at the 
e x it o f  the laser d iode module. Reshaping o f  the laser beam spot is necessary to get 
h igher resolution from  the system. Sm aller focal length results in  a sm aller spot 
diam eter, w h ich  m ay become d iffraction  lim ited. T h e  focusing o f  a laser beam is 
trade o f f  between beam diameter and depth o f  fie ld . I f  the beam diameter were to be 
sm aller, the depth o f  fie ld  w ould  be larger [33].
W hen a beam o f  fin ite  diameter, D , is focused b y  a lens onto a plane, the in d iv idua l 
parts o f  the beam strik ing  the lens can be imaged to be point radiators o f  a new  w ave 
front. T h e  light rays passing through the lens w ill converge on the focal plane and 
interfere w ith  each other, thus constructive  and destructive superposition takes place. 
L igh t energy is the distributed as shown in figure  2.11. T h e  central m axim um  
contains about 86%  o f  the total power.
Focal spot size  determ ines the m axim um  energy density that can be achieved when 
the laser beam pow er is set, so the focal spot size is ve ry  important for inspection 
systems. I f  2 W  is the incident beam diam eter o f  a laser as shown in figure  2.12 and 
the beam passes through a lens w ith  a focal length, f, then focal spot s ize  is 
calculated b y  the fo llo w in g  equation [41, 47]:
Mere M 2 is the beam qua lity  factor, D min = 2W 0 is the m inim um  focal spot size , D  = 
2W  is the unfocused beam diameter and A. is the wavelength o f  the laser beam.
D
Figure  2.11: Focus pattern o f  parallel light [40].
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Figure  2 .12: Focal spot size  [41 ].
T h e  laser light is first converged at the lens focal plane, and then diverges to w ider 
beam diameter again. Th e  depth o f  focus is the distance o ve r w hich the focused beam 
has about the same intensity. T h is  is defined as the distance ove r which the focal spot 
size  changes -5 %  to 5% [40]. Depth o f  focus (D O F )  can also be defined as fo llow s:
DOF =  2 .4 4 4 (/  Id)1 2.7
where A. is the wavelength, f  is the lens focal length, d is the unfocusscd beam 
diameter as shown in figure  2.13.
Figure 2.13: Depth o f focus o f a laser light [40].
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2.9.6 L a s e r  a p p lic a tio n
In  the time w h ich  was has elapsed since M aim an first demonstrated laser action in 
ru by in  1960, the applications o f  lasers have m ultip lied to such an extent that almost 
a ll aspects o f  our d a ily  lives are touched upon, albeit often in d ire ctly , b y  laser. T h e y  
are use in m any types o f  industria l processing, engineering, m etro logy, scientific 
research, com m unications, holography, m edicine, and fo r m ilita ry  purpose [35].
a. Low-power application
Lasers generally in  the 1 -  50 m W  range fa ll into this category and are often H eN e  or 
diode lasers. A pp lications o f  this type are easy to decide on because invaria b ly  there 
is no other w a y  to do the jo b . Th e  characteristics o f  lasers, w h ich  make them useful 
in  this type o f  application, are h igh  m onochrom aticity (frequency stab ility), 
coherence and h igh radiance ( lo w  beam divergence) [36]. Th e  h igh  brightness 
perm its the use o f  lo w  pow er lasers for accurate triangulation measurements o f  
absolute distance fo r both measurements and control o f  machines such as robots [15]. 
L o w  pow er lasers can used for less m echanical purposes, fo r example 
telecom m unications [19].
b. High-power application
M aterials processing applications are more d ifficu lt to analyze than most lo w -p o w e r 
applications. Laser systems also provide  pow erfu l deep d rillin g  capability in  the 
aerospace and autom otive industries, often at angles and w ith  hole diameters not 
achievable b y  conventional, non-laser systems [15]. H ig h  pow er lasers are applied 
increasingly in  various fie ld  o f  material processing, such as w e ld ing , cutting, 
m elting, hardening, and others [19]. There  are m any com peting technologies in 
w e ld in g , heat-treating and material rem oval. W hat one has to look  fo r is some unique 
aspect o f  the application, w h ich  w ould  make good use o f  one more o f  the laser’s 
unique capabilities [36].
>
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2.9.7 A d v an tag es  &  d isa d v a n tag e s  o f la se r
Th e  laser, in  its m any different form s, is one o f  the most versatile  m anufacturing 
tools. Advantages and disadvantages o f  laser discuss below .
Advantages:
Th e  advantages o f  the laser are direct or ind irect results o f  the unique properties o f  
laser light. A l l  such properties are not im portant in  a ll applications. In  fact, in  a few 
cases a unique property may be a disadvantage [36].
Th e  m ajor advantages are:
• H ig h  m onochrom aticity
• H ig h  coherence
• Sm all beam divergence (h igh  radiance)
• Can be focused to small spot
• E a sy to direct beam over considerable distances
• Sm all heat-affected zone (H A Z )  in  m aterial processing
• Propagates through most gases
• Can be transmitted through transparent materials
• N o  inertia o r force exerted b y  beam
• E a s ily  adapted to com puter control o r automated m anufacturing system
• N o t affected b y  electromagnetic fields
• W ide  range o f  pow er levels, m W  to tens o f  k W
• W ide  range o f  pulse energies, jaJ to tens o f  J
• W ide  range o f  pulse repetition rates, pulse lengths and pulse shapes
Disadvantages:
T o  be cost effective an application must take advantage o f  unique characteristics o f  
the laser. W hen these types o f  applications are identified , the disadvantages often 
become incidental. Nevertheless, they must be considered in  the decision-m aking 
process w hen determ ining the v ia b ility  o f  using a laser fo r a specific application [36]. 
Th e  m ajor disadvantages are:
• H ig h  capital cost
• L o w  effic ien cy
• H ig h  technology
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• Extra  safety consideration
• Operator training
2.10 S e rvo  tech n o logy
S ervo  control technology is used in industrial processes to m ove a specific  load in a 
contro lled fashion. S ervo  d rives and am plifiers arc used extensive ly in motion 
control systems where precise control o f  position and/or ve lo c ity  is required. These 
systems can use either pneum atic, hydrau lic , o r  electrom echanical actuation 
technology. Th e  choice o f  the actuator type is based on  pow er, speed, precision, and 
cost requirements. Electrom echanical system s are ty p ic a lly  used in high precision, 
lo w  to medium pow er, and high-speed applications. These  systems are flex ib le , 
effic ient, and cost-effective . M otors are the actuators used in electromechanical 
systems. Th rou gh  the interaction o f  electrom agnetic fie lds, they generate power. 
These motors provide either rotary o r linear m otion.
Typical servo control system
Figure 2.14: G raphica l representation o f  a typ ica l servo system [48].
T h e  type o f  system show n in figure  2.14 is a feedback system , w hich  is used to 
control position, ve lo c ity , and/or acceleration. T h e  co n tro lle r contains the algorithm s 
to close the desired loop (ty p ic a lly  position o r v e lo c ity ) and also handle machine 
interfacing w ith  inputs/outputs, term inals, etc. T h e  d rive  o r am plifier closes another 
loop (ty p ic a lly  ve lo c ity  o r current) and represents the electrical pow er converter that 
d rives the m otor according to the contro ller reference signals. Th e  m otor can be o f  
the brushed o r brushless type, rotary o r linear. T h e  motor is the actual 
electrom agnetic actuator, w h ich  generates the forces required to m ove the load. 
Feedback elements such as tachometers, L V S T s ,  encoders and resolvers, are 
mounted on the m otor and/or load in order to close the various servo loops [48].
2 2
3D  d a ta  m e a su re m e n t tech n iq u es
2.11 Triangulation
Th e  optical triangulation technique is the simplest method to measure distances 
between an image acquisition system and the points on target surfaces. Th e  laser 
diode provides an active light source and the C C D  is used to analyze the intensity 
p ro file  o f  the reflected laser beam. A  target surface is placed at a fixe d  distance from  
the video camera. Th e  laser illum inates a spot on the scene and than the camera 
receives the reflected ligh t and focuses the ligh t on the C C D  [6]. O ptica l 
triangulation provides a non-contact method o f  determ ining the displacement o f  a 
diffuse surface. T h is  method has been used in  a va rie ty  o f  applications as its speed 
and accuracy has increased w ith  the developm ent o f  im aging sensors such as C C D ’s 
and lateral effect photodetectors. D ue to its s im p lic ity  and robustness, optical 
triangulation has been recognized as the most com m on method o f  com m ercial three- 
dim ensional sensing [33],
2.11.1 Optical triangulation principle
Basic elements o f  such a range find in g  system are: a ligh t source, a scanning 
mechanism to pro ject the lig h t spot onto the object surface, a co llecting lens and a 
position sensitive photodetector [15]. F igu re  2.15 is a sim plified diagram  o f  a laser- 
based system that is successfu lly used in  m any industria l applications [18]. A  laser 
beam projects a spot o f  ligh t onto a diffuse surface o f  an object and a lens collects 
part o f  the light scattered from  this surface. I f  the object is displaced from  its original 
position , the centre o f  the image spot w il l  also be displaced from  its orig ina l position. 
Therefore , the displacement o f  the object can be determined b y  measuring the 
displacem ent o f  this spot centre on the position  sensor. B y  using a laser beam to scan 
the object, the object’ s shape can be determined w ith  know ledge o f  the projection 
angle o f  this beam and the spot displacement on the position  sensor.
In  the figure  the triangulation device is b u ilt w ith  the detector surface perpendicular 
to the axis o f  the converg ing lens. Assum ing the surface displacem ent, A , to be small
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and the angle, 0, to be constant as the surface is displaced, the C C D  image 
displacem ent, 5, in  relation to A  is
Range acquisition literature contains m any descriptions o f  optical triangulation range 
scanners. Th e  va rie ty  o f  methods differs p rim a rily  in  the structure o f  the illum inate 
(typ ica lly  point, strip, m u lti-po in t, o r m u lti-s trip ), the dim ensionality o f  the sensor 
(linear array or C C D  g rid ), and the scanning method (m ove the object or m ove the 
scanner hardware). F o r optical triangulation systems that extract range data from  a 
single imaged pulse can contain errors due to variations in  surface reflectance and 
spot shape. Several researchers have observed one or both o f  these accuracy 
lim itations. Th e  images o f  reflections from  rough surfaces are also subject to laser 
speckle noise, w h ich  introduces noise into the range measurement data [15].
S = Am sin 6 2.8
Lens
F igure  2.15: O ptica l triangulation technique [18,33].
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2.11.2 E r r o r  in  T r ia n g u la tio n  System
F o r optical triangulation systems, the accuracy o f  the range data depends on proper 
interpretation o f  im aged light reflections. Th e  most com m on approach is to reduce 
the problem  to one o f  find ing the “ centre”  o f  a one-dim ensional spot, where the 
“ centre”  refers to the position on the sensor, w h ich  h op efu lly  maps to the centre o f  
the illum inate. T y p ic a lly , researchers have opted for a statistic such as mean, median 
or peak o f  the imaged ligh t as representative o f  the centre. These statistics g ive  the 
correct answer when the surface is perfectly planar, but they are generally inaccurate 
to some degree w henever the surface perturbs the shape o f  the illum inate [2,15].
a. Random Error
Random  error in  the laser-scanned data comes from  a num ber o f  sources and is 
d ifficu lt to control. F o r triangulation-based laser scanners, the speckle noise caused 
b y  the summation o f  ligh t waves on the C C D  is one o f  the main sources contributing 
to the random error. Th e  ligh t wave summation often in vo lve s  random phasors. 
These phasors m ay cancel or reinforce each other, leading to dark or bright speckles, 
respectively. T h is  random process creates uncertainties in the determ ination o f  the 
exact centroid position o f  the C C D  laser image.
b. Systematic Error
Systematic error in  the laser-scanned data is the repeatable com ponent in the 
d ig itiz in g  error. It always has the same value under the same scanning conditions. A s  
the systematic error corresponds to the repeatable m isinterpretation o f  the laser 
images on the. C C D  photo detector, the three scanning process parameters (scan 
depth, incident angle, and projected angle) affecting the C C D  laser image properties 
are considered to have p rim ary effects on the systematic error [49].
2.11.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Triangulation System
Th e  advantages o f  a triangulation measuring system are speed (data rates up to 
10,000 measurements per second are possible) and accuracy (resolution  o f  2,000:1 to
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20,000:1). W hen such a system is rotated about a central axis, it is possible to 
measure structures, w h ich  are re la tive ly  large w ith  reasonable speed and accuracy for 
most practical purposes [30].
A  disadvantage o f  the use o f  triangulation systems is that the measurement does not 
take place coaxia l w ith  the ligh t source, leading to problem s o f  shading and in the 
physica l size o f  the measuring instrument. I f  the distance between the sensor and the 
ligh t probe is reduced to m in im ize these problem s then, the n on -linearity  inherent in 
the sim ple triangulation geom etry becomes a serious lim itation. Th e  ligh t source 
used has to m aintain a h igh  signal to noise ration at the detector compared to the 
ambient ligh t reflection in the area o f  interest, and this can lead to problem s o f  eye 
safety. R esolution o f  the triangulation system is lim ited up to certain extent, so is 
suitable fo r bounded situations where it is know n that a ll objects o f  interest w ill  fall 
w ith in  the range o f  the measuring equipment. Th e  lens system and laser launching
system m ay present problem s in  d irty  environm ents w ith  ensuring clear optical path
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to the target surface [30,33]. Th e  fo llo w in g  section represents other contro l factors 
fo r triangulation system
2.11.4 Angle of triangulation and shadow effect
U su a lly , w e have to make a tra de -o ff between height resolution and shading. G ood  
resolution requires a large triangulation angle. O n  the other hand, the triangulation 
angle should be as small as possible in  order to avo id  shading. Th e  later restriction is 
a strong m otivation to optim ise optics, detector and signal evaluation in order to 
loca lize  the spot image w ith  the highest resolution possible [29]. In  laser 
triangulation, there are tw o shadow effects as shown in figure  2.16;
(a) Points on the surface that the pro jection  beam cannot reach; and
(b ) Points on the surface that the sensor cannot detect. T riangu la tion  angle 0i or 02 
should be as small as possible in  order to avo id  these effects [29,33].
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2.11.5 Spot size
T h e  projected spot should be small, fo r tw o reasons: firs tly , to achieve h igher lateral 
resolution on the object. Secondly, the image on the detector should not be too large, 
to ensure better loca lization  on the detector, i.e ., fo r a better resolution o f  depth [29].
2.11.6 Brightness and contrast
Brightness and contrast are two m ajor factors related the qua lity  o f  an image. A  
possible defin ition  o f  the brightness o f  an image is its average gray level. F o r an 
image w ith  M x N  p ixe ls , the average gray level can be m athem atically expressed as
_  1 m n
B = l ^ Z i L ’-  2.9MN x={ y=i
where Ix>y represents the intensity o f  the p ixe l at coordinate (x,y). Th e  contrast in an 
image can be regarded as the amount o f  variation  o f  its gray levels. O n e -w a y  o f  
quantify ing  this value is to calculate the root-m ean-squared difference o f  the gray 
level from  their mean. Therefore , the contrast also means the standard deviation  o f  
the gray levels. A s  stated in the defin ition , the contrast can be m athem atically 
expressed as
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2.11.7 P e a k  de tec tio n  a lg o rith m
Th eore tica lly , i f  w e do know  the exact form ing position  o f  the laser spot in  the 
im age, w e can compute the distance from  the target to the sensor. A s  mentioned 
p re viou s ly , obtaining a good laser beam -profile  measurement o f  even an ideal 
Gaussian beam is d ifficu lt; the task is more d ifficu lt w ith  non-G aussian beams. In  
general, a com m ercia lly available C C D  is reported to have signa l-to -no ise  ratio o f  40 
to 50 dB , w h ich  represents the ratio o f  the R M S  noise to the peak signal level. Since 
peak-to-peak noise is about s ix  times R M S  noise, the real signa l-to -no ise  ratio in  
terms o f  photocurrent is about 50:1. Therefore , even a pure Gaussian beam has 
detectable energy at more than tw ice the beam radius. T h is  noise, particu larly  in the 
w ings o f  the beam, can cause significant measurement errors. T o  increase the 
re lia b ility  o f  locating the laser spot in  the image, using a good algorithm  fo r peak 
detection is necessary. A  good algorithm  fo r peak detection should be insensitive to 
the variation o f  noise [51].
2.11.8 Image resolution
Th e  resolution o f  an image is determined b y  the num ber o f  p ixe ls  w ith in  it and is 
measured in p ixe ls  per mm o r dots per mm. Th e  h igher the resolution in  the image 
w ith  a fixe d  image size, the more p ixe ls  are to be stored. M o st com m ercially 
available C C D  cameras are equipped w ith  the function o f  altering the d isplay 
resolution o f  the captured image. Th e  setting o f  the image resolution determines the 
level o f  detail recorded b y  the camera. H ig h e r resolution a llow s for more detail and 
subtle co lo r transitions in an image. A t  the same time, h igher resolution means more 
m em ory that w o u ld  be required to store and process an image on computer. O n  the 
qua lity o f  range find ing , how ever, h igh  resolution does not mean h igh  precision. A  
h igher image resolution m ight not y ie ld  sign ificantly  better results w ithout a proper 
peak detection algorithm ; but it is sure to waste a greater com puting time. In  contrast, 
a low er resolution image has a less focused look  and its outline often appears jagged; 
but, on the other hand, it m ight have greater possibilities o f  increasing the
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repeatability o f  calculations. That is to say, choosing an image resolution is a 
com prom ise between capturing a ll the data you  need and reducing the noise you  do 
not want [51].
2.12 Interferometry
Phenomena caused b y  the interference o f  ligh t waves can be seen all around us 
typ ica l examples are the colours o f  an o il s lick  o r a th in  soap film . O n ly  a few  
colored fringes can be seen w ith  light. A s  the thickness o f  the film  increases, the 
optical path difference between the interfering waves increases, and the changes o f  
co lour become less noticeable and fin a lly  disappear. H o w e ve r, i f  m onochrom atic 
ligh t is used, interference fringes can be seen w ith  quite large optical path 
differences.
Since the w avelength o f  v is ib le  light is quite small (approxim ate ly h a lf  a m icrom eter 
for green ligh t), optical interferom etry permits extrem ely accurate measurements and 
has been used as a laboratory technique fo r almost a hundred years. Several new 
developm ents have extended its scope and accuracy and have made the use o f  optical 
interferom etry practical fo r a ve ry  w ide range o f  measurements.
Th e  most im portant o f  these new  developm ents was the invention  o f  the laser. Lasers 
have rem oved m any o f  the lim itations im posed b y  conventional sources and have 
made possible m any new  interferom etric techniques. N e w  applications have also 
been opened up b y  the use o f  single-m ode optical fibres to b u ild  analogs o f  
conventional interferom eters. Y e t  another developm ent that has revo lu tion ized  
interferom etry has been the increasing, use o f  photo detectors and d igita l electronics 
fo r signal processing.
Some o f  the current application o f  optical interferom etry are accurate measurements 
o f  distances, displacements and vibrations, tests o f  optical systems, studies o f  gas 
flow s and plasmas, m icroscopy, measurements o f  temperature, pressure, electrical 
and m agnetic fields, rotation sensing, and h igh  resolution spectroscopy. There  is little 
doubt that in  the near future m any more w il l  be found [52].
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2.12.1 Speck le  in te r fe ro m e try
W hen the scattered ligh t from  a diffuser illum inated b y  a coherent source such as a 
laser falls on a screen, a stationary granular pattern results, called a speckle pattern 
[45]. Th e  image o f  any object w ith  a rough surface that is illum inated b y  a laser 
appears covered w ith  a random granular pattern know n as laser speckle. In  speckle 
interferom etry the speckled image o f  an object is made to interfere w ith  a reference 
fie ld . A n y  displacem ent o f  the surface then results in  charges in the intensity 
d istribution in  the speckle pattern. Changes in  the shape o f  the object can be studied 
b y  superposing tw o photographs o f  the object taken in  its in itia l and final states. I f  
the shape o f  the object has changed, fringes are obtained, corresponding to changes 
in the degree o f  correlation o f  the tw o speckle patterns. These fringes form  a contour 
map o f  the surface displacement [52].
Speckle interferom etry d iffers from  speckle photography in  tw o m ain respects. Th e  
first is that it in vo lves record ing the speckle pattern form ed b y  interference between 
the speckled image o f  the object and a uniform  reference fie ld  or, more com m only, 
another speckle fie ld . Th e  second is that fringes are obtained due to local changes in 
the degree o f  correlation between tw o such speckle patterns. Th e  sensitiv ity  o f  the 
fringes to surface displacements is sim ilar to that obtained w ith  holographic 
interferom etry [53].
H o logram  interferom etry is based on the use o f  hologram s, w h ich  contain more 
inform ation about the object shape and reflectance than is needed to measure on ly  
displacements. These hologram s require a record ing m edium  w ith  a h igh reso lving 
pow er and this, in  practice, means a lo w  sensitiv ity . Sufficient inform ation for 
obtaining displacements is contained in the speckle pattern produced b y  the object 
and this can be recorded w ith  low er reso lv ing  pow er. A s  hologram s can store waves 
and reconstruct them later, they introduce a new  variable , tim e, into interferom etry. 
T h is  a b ility  is shared b y  the speckle techniques.
Th e  tw o waves in a M iche lson  interferom eter in  w h ich  one o r both m irrors are 
replaced b y  a flat d iffuser still have the same average phase difference as they had 
from  the m irrors, but on this are superim posed the random  phase o f  the surface 
roughness. T h e y  interfere to produce a speckle pattern that changes i f  one surface is 
m oved. I f  the tw o patterns, before and after the change, are com pared, the phase 
change caused b y  the m ovem ent can be derived. F o r  e ve ry 2N tt change o f  phase the
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speckle returns to its orig ina l form  so that the corre lation pattern o f  the speckle 
before and after the change appears as an interferogram  that g ives contours o f  
changes o f  2N ti [54].
2.12.2 Electronic speckle-pattern interferometry (ESPI)
A  typ ica l system used to study movement o f  an object along the line o f  sight is 
shown schem atically in  figure 2.17. Th e  object is imaged b y  a lens, stopped dow n to 
about f  / 16, on a silicon  target v id ico n  on w h ich  is also incident a reference beam 
w h ich  diverges from  a point located e ffective ly  at the centre o f  the lens aperture. Th e  
resulting image interferogram  has a coarse speckle structure, w h ich  can ju st be 
resolved b y  the camera. Th e  video  signal from  the camera is e lectron ica lly  processed 
and signal processed to obtain optim um  fringe contrast. T h is  has been studied b y  
Slettemoen, w ho has also described a m odified system, w h ich  uses a speckle 
reference beam [53]. E S P I as it is usually called is now  the most w id e ly  used method 
o f  speckle interferom etry. It  can observe v ib ra tin g  surfaces d irectly  to g ive  
quantitative results [54].
Figure 2.17: System for electronic speckle-pattern interferometry (ESPI) [54].
2.12.3 S peck le  p a t te rn  sh e a r in g  in te rfe ro m e try
Speckle pattern interferom etry (S P I) is a technique in w h ich  a speckle pattern 
interferes w ith  a reference coherent ligh t wave o r w ith  another speckle pattern. 
Speckle pattern shearing interferom etry (S P S I) shows some analogy w ith  SP I, but it 
uses the interference o f  tw o s lig h tly  laterally sheared speckle patterns produced b y  an 
im age-shearing element, and therefore, it is know n as a "se lf-re ferencing" technique. 
W hen m easuring, the object to be studied is illum inated b y  laser light. Th e  speckle 
pattern produced b y  the d iffus ing  object surface interferes w ith  a reference light 
w ave o r w ith  another speckle pattern on the image plane o f  an im aging lens, where a 
H olotest film  or a C C D  array is positioned, producing a random  interference pattern. 
W hen the object is deform ed, this interference pattern is s lig h tly  m odified. 
Superposition o r subtraction o f  the tw o interference patterns (deform ed and 
undeform ed) y ie lds a fringe pattern depicting the surface displacements o f  the object 
in  SP I and depicting the surface displacement gradients o f  the object in  SP S I [55].
2.12.4 Application of interferometry
Interference occurs w hen the radiation fo llow s more than one path from  its source to 
the point o f  detection. It  m ay be described as the local departures o f  the resultant 
intensity from  the law  o f  addition, fo r, as the po int o f  detection is m oved, the 
intensity oscillates about the sum o f  the separate intensities from  each path. L ig h t 
and dark bands are observed, called interference fringes. Th e  phenom enon o f  
interference is a strik ing illustration o f  the w ave nature o f  ligh t and it has had a 
considerable influence on the developm ent o f  physics. D e rive d  from  interference is 
the technique o f  interferom etry, now  one o f  the im portant methods o f  experim ental 
physics, w ith  applications extending into other branch o f  science [54].
Im portant application o f  interferom etry [56]:
1. N on -destructive  testing
2. Experim ental engineering design investigation
3. T h e  quantitative measurement o f  static surface displacements and strain
4. Experim ental v ib ra tion  analysis
5. Com ponent inspection and quality control
6. F lu id  flo w  visualiza tion
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2.13 N o m a rsk i m icro scope
Th e  d ifferential interference contrast ( D IC )  o r Nom arski m icroscope is a useful
m icroscope emphasizes surface detail b y  the use o f  po larized  light. L ig h t from  the 
illum inator passes through a po larizer and then through a W ollaston  prism , shown in
Th e  m icroscope lens focuses this ligh t into tw o spots on the surface separated b y  a 
distance (typ ica lly  ~  ljum ) that depends on the m agnification o f  the objective. A n y  
small defects on the surface w il l  introduce a re lative phase difference between the 
beams. Th e  reflected beams again pass through the m icroscope ob jective  and the 
W ollaston prism , interfering in the image plane. Each  co lour o r shade is associated 
w ith  a specific phase change between the tw o beams. B y  using a retarder / po larizer 
com bination the background co lour can be cancelled, and the o n ly  part o f  the beam 
that is v is ib le  is that caused b y  surface defects. Th u s , any features that have 
differences in  height or optical constants between them and the rest o f  the surface 
w ill  be v is ib le .
N om arski m icroscopes are usua lly  used for taking photographs o f  surfaces; it is also 
possible to do special data processing o f  the m icrographs to emphasize surface 
defects and to obtain quantitative inform ation about surface heights and slopes [22].
instrum ent fo r observing surface roughness and other surface defects. Th e  Nom arski
figure  2.18, where it is split into tw o beams po larized  at right angles to each other.
L ig h t Beai 
Orthogona 
Polarizatic
4 — W olls ton  
jf Prism
I ^
» L i n e a r  P olarization
M icro sco p ic  O p tica l 
, A x is  
) O b je ctive  Lens
R eflecting Sample
Surface
F igure  2.18: Schematic diagram  o f  a N om arski m icroscope show ing 
detail o f  tw o shared images on a sample surface.
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2.14 X -ra y  m ic ro  to m o g ra p h y
The 3D  X -r a y  com puter tom ography is a non-destructive  test that generates a stack 
o f  images o f  a testing b o d y (a ll parallel among each other) as show n in figure 2.19. 
Th e  com puter tom ography was in it ia lly  developed fo r m edical applications but it is 
being used in  other scientific and technological areas now adays [57].
X -r a y  m icrotom ography is a 3D radiographic im aging technique. It  is sim ilar to 
conventional X -r a y  computed tom ography systems used in  m edical and industrial 
applications. U n lik e  those systems, w h ich  typ ic a lly  have a m axim um  spatial 
resolution o f  about 1 mm, X -r a y  m icrotom ography is capable o f  ach ieving a spatial 
resolution close to 1 jam. In  both conventional tom ography and m icrotom ography, 
hundreds o f  2D  pro jection  radiographs are taken o f  a specim en at m any different 
angles. T h is  series o f  radiographs is m athem atically reconstructed to produce a 
quantitative 3D map o f  the objects X -r a y  absorption. Because X -r a y  absorption is a 
function  o f  the elemental com position o f  the object, these X -r a y  absorption maps can 
be d irectly  related to the m icrostructure o f  the material.
Th e  h igh  resolution o f  the m icrotom ography system used in  this research is the result 
o f  using an extrem ely bright collim ated synchrotron X -r a y  source and a h ig h - 
resolution scintilla tor and C C D  as the X -r a y  detector [58].
•specimen underload 1024 x 1024 CCD
rotation stage
microscope objective
projection image
Figure 2.19: X-ray microtography [58].
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Chapter Three
Laser' Triangulation Scanning System (LTS) 
Experimental Setup
D eta il operation princip le  o f  the inspection system w o u ld  be described in this 
section. Th e  method is based on the triangulation procedure. Th e  surface being 
inspected is swept point b y  point b y  an oblique ligh t beam, w h ich  create a bright spot 
on it b y  diffuse reflection  [60]. F igu re  3.1 illustrates the diagram  o f  automated 
inspection system and figure 3.2 illustrates the w o rk in g  p rincip le . Th e  theory o f  the 
p rincip le  o f  operation was discussed in  section 2.11.1 o f  chapter tw o and further 
detailed discussed in  A p p e n d ix  A .
F igu re  3.1: D iagram  o f  the laser triangulation scanning ( L T S )  
system fo r surface defect inspection.
Th e  main components o f  the developed inspection system were a diode laser, a 
C C f l5  C M O S  camera, and tw o P C  contro lled servom otors. Th e  ligh t o f  a laser diode 
was focused onto a target surface. A n  image o f  the laser spot was reflected from  the
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sample surface onto the C M O S  camera. A s  the target surface height changes, the 
image spot shifts on the C M O S  camera due to the parallax. F o r  spot triangulation the 
laser diode used was a Thorlabs, C P S  186, 4m W  output po w er and 670nm 
w avelength. Th e  beam shape was a 4.4 mm b y  1.2 mm e llip tica l shape. A n  aperture 
was used to generate a 1 mm circu lar beam from  the e llip tica l laser beam. F o r line 
scanning a different laser diode used. T h is  was a Laserex standard laser diode 
m odule, L D M -4  series, 650nm wavelength, 25m W  output pow er, glass optics, w ith  
60-degree line generating optic and optim ized fo r 25mm w o rk in g  distance. T w o  
Thorlabs servom otors, Z612B , were used to m ove the sample in  the X  and Y  
directions w ith  a resolution o f  0.05 jum. A  100 mm focal length p la no -convex lens 
was used as the focusing lens fo r the laser beam. Th e  C C f l5  C M O S  camera was 
used to capture the signal o f  the laser beam spot on the sample. A n  objective  lens 
(L2 5F1 .4 ) and another p la no -co nvex lens w ith  a focal length 50 mm were used as the 
im aging lenses fo r the camera. A  photograph o f  the experim ental set up fo r the 
automated surface scanning system is shown in figure 3.2.
In  the developed inspection system the control o f  the sample movement, image 
capturing, and generation o f  3D surface profiles was program m ed in one Lab V ie w  
program . Th e  developed optical inspection system was also used to calculate surface 
roughness parameters. Data acquisition, analysis and d isp lay program  details are 
presented in software developm ent chapter. Th e  P C  used to control this system, 
acquire the data and analyse the data was a Pentium  I I I  m odel. Th e  P C  had a 
W in d ow s 2000 operating system, 256 M B  R A M , 40 G B  hard drives and 1000 M H z  
processor speed. T w o  P C I cards were installed one to contro l the camera and one to 
contro l the servom otors.
r
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Cam era w ith  
focusing system
X Y Z  translation stage
Focusing lens 
w ith  filte r
Aperture
Figure  3.2: A  photograph o f  the L T S  system.
3.1 L a s e r d iode m odule
Selecting a laser diode m odule is dependent on the types o f  applications fo r w h ich  it 
is being used. In the developed automated laser spot triangulation system the laser 
beam spot must be small enough to detect the defects w ith  high precision and fo r line 
scanning system laser line  thickness must also be thin enough to detect small defects. 
Properties o f  laser light are discussed in A ppen d ix  B. Specifications o f  these laser 
diodes used for the L T S  system are shown in table 3.1 and in more detail in 
A p p e n d ix  C .
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Table 3.1: Specifications o f the laser diode modules
Properties Laser spot generator Laser line generator
W avelength 670 nm 650 nm
Beam diameter /Line thickness 4.4mm b y  1.2mm 18 m icrom eter
O perating voltage - 4.5 to -5 .5  V 3 to 6 V
Laser class 3B 3B
Focus distance Focusable 25 mm
3.2 Image capturing system
A  C -C a m  C C f lS  C M O S  camera, w ith  o f  a F u g a lS  image sensor was used in this 
w ork  and is shown in  figure 3.3. T h e  camera was interfaced to the P C  via  a P C I data 
acquisition card. Th e  Fu g a l5  is a random addressable image sensor w ith  some o n - 
chip image processing capabilities. It has 512 x  512 p ixels w ith  a logarithm ic 
response, w h ich  gives a dynam ic range o f  m ore than 120 dB . T h is  allow ed the sensor 
to see ve ry  bright and ve ry  dark parts in  the same image. It has an on -ch ip  flash 8 -b it 
analogue to d igita l converter and automatic illum ination control and an analogue 
output, see table 3.2 for sum m ary specifications and A p p e n d ix  D  for further details.
Figure 3.3: Fuga 15 image sensor [64].
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Table 3.2: Technical specifications o f Fuga 15 sensor
A c tive  p ixe ls 5 1 2 x 5 1 2  random ly addressable
P ixe l pitch
12.5 x 12.5 urn3 (2032 dots per inch 
h orizo n ta lly  and ve rtica lly )
O ptica l active  area 6.4 x  6.4 mm* (0.252 x  0.252 sq. inch)
A D C O n  chip  8 bit flash A D C
C o lo r Black &  W hite
S u p p ly  voltage 5 V
Th e  F u g a lS  camera has some lim itations in speed. Fu ll frame images can be read out 
at 10 and 15 images a second. In  extrem e dark conditions, o n ly  about 8 images a 
second are possible. T h e  lim itations are at a PC  and interface level. Due to the 
random access and p o ss ib ility  o f  sub-sam pling, it is possible to readout the camera at 
h igher frame rates. T y p ic a l industrial applications can access more than 1000 frames 
per second i f  the w in d o w  o f  interest is  lim ited [64], is shown figure 3.4. A  table o f  
m axim um  frame rate capabilities fo r the current system w ith  different W O I is shown 
in A p p e n d ix  D.
100000000 
10000000 
1000000
1 3i «i w w m ir mi «i ci Joi mi »  w «i «i «i m
frwm bsM tin  in pixata
Figure 3.4 Frame speed for Fugai5 sensor [64].
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3.3 M o to rised  tra n s la tio n  stages
Autom ated translation stage consists o f  tw o Th orlab s servom otors, Z612B. These 
were used to m ove the sample in  the X  and Y  d irections w ith  a resolution o f  0.05 
jim . T h e  trave ling range speed o f  the servom otors is 50-425(im/s w ith  a traveling 
range o f  12 mm. F igu re  3.5 shows the automated X Y  translation stage. T h e  
servom otors were interface w ith  the P C  v ia  tw o M C I  10 m otion control modules and 
a D C X -P C I1 0 0  m otion control m otherboard. Further specification details o f  these 
components are g iven  in A p p e n d ix  E . T h e  automated X Y  translation stage was 
mounted on a manual m icrom eter was used to set the sample surface to sensor 
distance (i.e . the Z  displacement). T h is  m icrom eter was adjustable to 10 \im gauge 
m arking.
Figure 3.5: Automated XY translation stage.
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3.3.1 M otion  In te g r a to r
M o tio n  Integrator is a suite o f  pow erfu l W in d ow s tools, show n in  figure 3.6 that are 
used to:
• C o n figu re  the D C X  m otion contro l system
• V e r ify  the operation o f  the contro l system
• Execute and plot the results o f  single and/or m ulti-axes moves
• Connect and test I/O
A x is  I/O (H om e , L im its , Enable)
General purpose D ig ita l I/O 
General purpose A n a lo g  I/O
• Tu n e  the servo axes
• Diagnose contro lle r failures
F ie Help
Wizards | Test Panel | T m n g |
Start Done
J F 1 Conned « id  Test SwicJvw EnabW lnhbi. Heme. Lmrtt. Amp
J r 2. Conned and Test Encoders
J F 3 Conned and Test Mo*cut
J r 4. C on fine  Hard Limfts
DCX W O O  M odiar 8-Awt Mobon Conboler
l igure 3.6: Motion system setup.
Q  M o tion  S y s t e m  Se tu p
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3.3.2 T u n in g  se rv o ’s w ith  M o tio n  In te g ra to r
M o tio n  Integrator provides a pow erfu l and easy to use tool fo r ‘d ia ling  in ’ the 
perform ance o f  servo systems. F rom  sim ple current/torque mode am plifiers to 
sophisticated D ig ita l D rive s , M o tio n  Integrator makes tuning a servo is quick and 
easy. B y  d isabling the T ra je cto ry  generator, the user can execute repeated G a in  mode 
(no ram ping -  m axim um  ve lo c ity  o r acceleration/deceleration) step responses to 
determine the optim al P ID  filte r parameters:
P roportional gain 
D e riva tive  gain 
D e riva tive  sam pling period 
Integral gain 
Integration L im it
W ith  the T ra je cto ry  generator turned on, the user can execute ‘real w o r ld ’ moves 
d isp laying  the calculated position , actual position , and fo llo w in g  e rror plots.
Th e  basic steps required to im plem ent closed loop servo m otion are:
1. Proper encoder operation
2. Setting the allow able fo llo w in g  error
3. V e r if y  proper motor/encoder phasing
4. Tu n in g  the servo (P ID )
3.3.3 Quadrature incremental encoder
A l l  closed loop servo systems require position  or ve lo c ity  feedback. These feedback 
devices output signals that re lay position  and/or ve lo c ity  w ith  w h ich  m otion 
contro ller ‘closes the lo o p ’ . Th e  most com m on feedback device used w ith  intelligent 
m otion contro l systems is quadrature increm ental encoder.
3.3.4 Setting the Allowable Following Error
F o llo w in g  e rror is the difference between where an axis ‘ is ’ and where the contro ller 
has ‘ calculated it should be ’ . W hen a servo axis is turned on, i f  a position  error 
exists, the P ID  algorithm  w il l  cause a command voltage to be applied to the servo to
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correct the error. W h ile  an axis is executing a m ove, the fo llo w in g  e rror w ill 
typ ic a lly  be between 20 and 100 encoder counts. V e ry  h ig h  perform ance systems can 
be ‘tig h tly  tuned’ to m aintain a fo llo w in g  error w ith in  5 to 10 encoder counts. 
Systems w ith  low -reso lu tion  encoders and/or h igh inertial loads w il l  typ ica lly  
.m aintain a fo llo w in g  error between 150 and 500 encoder counts during a move.
T h e  three conditions that w il l  typ ica lly  cause a fo llo w in g  error fault are:
1) Im proper servo tuning (P roportional gain too lo w )
2) V e lo c ity  p ro file  that the system cannot execute (m o vin g  too fast)
3) Th e  axis is reversed phased (m ove positive  causes encoder position to 
begin decrem enting)
3.3.5 Servo tuning procedure
A  servo m otor m otion system is a closed loop system w ith  negative feedback. Servo 
tuning is the process o f  adjusting the gains (proportional, derivative , and integral) o f  
this axis contro ller to get the best possible perform ance from  the system. A  
servom otor and its load both have inertia, w h ich  the servo am plifier must accelerate 
and decelerate w h ile  attempting to fo llo w  a change in the input (from  the m otion 
contro ller). Th e  presence o f  inertia w il l  tend to result in  over-correction , w ith  the 
system oscillating o r "ring ing" beyond either side o f  its target (under-dam ped 
response). T h is  rin g in g  must be damped, but too m uch dam ping w i l l  cause the 
response to be sluggish (over-dam ped response). Proper balancing w il l  result in  an 
ideal o r c ritica lly  damped system. Th e  servo system is tuned b y  app ly ing  a command 
output o r ‘step response’ , p lotting the resulting m otion, then adjusting parameters o f  
the d igita l P ID  filte r until an acceptable system response is achieved. A  step response 
is an output com m and b y  the m otion contro ller to a specific  position  [65]. A  typ ical 
step response distance used fo r tuning a servo is 100 encoder counts. F o llo w in g  
M o tio n  and P ID  values was used in  the L T S  system:
Acceleration  = 10000 counts per second per second 
M a x . V e lo c ity  = 9000 counts per second 
P roportional G a in  =  1000 counts 
Integral G a in  = 500 counts
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Integration L im it  =  50 counts 
D e riva tive  G a in  =  500 counts 
D e riva tive  Sam pling = 0.005115 counts 
F o llo w in g  E rro r  = 32000 counts
Procedure for tuning the servom otors used in  this w o rk  is presented in  detail in  
A p p e n d ix  F .
r
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Chapter Four
Software development
T h e  main intention o f  the software developm ent was to develop an automated 
surface inspection system fo r laser spot and laser line scanning. In  this chapter a 
detailed description o f  the software design is outlined. Th e  fo llo w in g  graphical user 
interfaces ( G U I )  have been developed in  L a b V ie w , version  7.0
a) Autom ated laser scanning system fo r laser spot triangulation,
b) Autom ated laser line scanning system, and
c) Surface roughness parameters measurement
F o r an automated inspection system, images capture b y  the camera, stage movement 
system and 3D  surface reconstruction should be in  same G U I .  Cam era interfacing 
w ith  L a b V ie w  was a ve ry  important part o f  this w o rk  because the C C A M  camera 
interface was not p re v io u s ly  available in the L a b V ie w  program . A  L a b V ie w  C a ll 
L ib ra ry  Function  was used for interfacing the camera w ith  L a b V ie w . General 
configuration o f  the C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  is presented in A p p e n d ix  G .
4.1 Software development for automated surface scanning
These three main sections in  the automated scanning G U I  program :
1. Set scanning parameters,
2. C o n tro l sample m ovem ent and image capture, and
3. 3D  reconstruction
A  flo w  chart depicting the programm es developed fo r automated scanning and 3D 
surface reconstruction in  L a b V ie w  is shown in  figure 4 .1 .W O I, brightness and delays 
are camera functions. A  more detailed procedure o f  camera operation in  L a b V ie w  is 
discussed in  the next section o f  this chapter. A fte r setting X -S ta rt, X -E n d , Y -S ta rt , Y -  
End , delays, scan length o f  X  and Y  direction, and step size the interface ready to 
surface scan. In  order to carry out the scanning o f  a sample surface, in it ia lly  the 
sample part was mounted on the automated translation stage. Th e  particular area on 
the plate to be scanned was positioned care fu lly  so that the laser beam was incident 
at the starting position  o f  the area. Scanning initiates b y  increm enting the X -a x is
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motor while keeping the Y- axis motor and Z-axis position constant. Every time the 
X-axis was displaced, the LabView GUI recorded ID array o f image data o f the 
surface. Once the displacements along X-axis were finished, then the Y-axis motor 
was incremented by the specified step size and the next X-axis scan started in the 
reverse direction. After completing the define number of steps in both X and Y 
direction, the 3D surface was reconstructed from the image data.
Camhandle, Scanning WOI, Buffer size, X & Y axis scan 
length. Step size. Calibration factor, and Filter value
Capture image
Step in X-axis
Step in Y-axis
Step in X-axis
Capture image
Step in Y-axis
Start Scanning
Repeat X- no of steps 
time
Repeat (N/2-I) or 
{(N+l)/2 -1} times, N no 
of steps in Y axis
Repeat X- no of steps 
time
Complete scanning
3D surface reconstruction
Figure 4 .1: Automated scanning and 3D surface reconstruction.
In order to scan a sample surface by the developed system user has to set scanning 
WOI, scan length for both X and Y axis (mm), step size (|im), filter value to remove 
unwanted information from the image and depth calibration factor (^m/pixel) in 
input tabs o f the LabView GUI, the LabView front panel o f the automated LTS 
system is shown in figure 4.2. Outputs and errors are shown in another tabs on the
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right hand side o f this LabView GUI. Another tab control was used to display the 
capture image and the reconstructed 3D surface map.
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Figure 4.2: LabView GUI o f the automated LTS system.
4.1.1 C am era  in terfacing in LabView
This section explains the way to run a CCfl5 camera by the LabView program 
developed. The Call Library Function node was used for interfacing between CCfl5 
camera and LabView program. A CAMERA.VI LabView interface was developed 
the camera through LabView using the already available CAPl.DLL Dynamic Link 
Library. CCAPI.H header file (Appendix H) and the CCfl5.TTB logic file. The 
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file is the link between the executable program and the 
camera driver. CCfl 5.TTB is the logic for the interface and the camera. A flow chart 
depicting the programmes developed for camera interface in LabView is shown in 
figure 4.3.
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Camera Name 
“CCfl5”
CCF15.TTB
Set X Start, X End, 
Y Start, Y End, 
PMW
Camera Open Cam Handle 
(Device Identifirc)
Load Interface
Set Parameters
Set WOI
Capture Signal
Camera Close
X Start, X End, 
Y Start, Y End
FrameSize
Image Buffer
Z H Z
Write BMP File
Display Image
Figure 4.3: Camera programming flow diagram.
In order to make the program modular, every function call o f the camera was placed 
in a subprogram (subVI). LabView front panel o f the CAMERA.vi. front panel and 
block diagram o f all sub Vi's are shown in Appendix I
As a first step, the program loads the CC Open function which open’s the camera 
with the specific name and assigns specific minimum and maximum parameters to 
the 'camhandle'. Camhandle is generated on the basis o f camera name, which for 
CCflS camera should be “CCfI5" input string in the block diagram. The other 
functions from CCAPI.DLL can be called after this function and use the camhandle 
as device identifier.
In the next step, the CCfI5.TTB logic is send to the interface and the camera. This is 
done with the functions CC Load Interface from the DLL. This operation should be 
performed whenever a power-down occurrcd bccausc the camera looses its internal 
logic. If this function returns a non-zero value the interface should be ready for use.
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Set Camera Parameter.vi allows the camera parameters to be set by the user. The 
user can set any size o f window of interest (WOI) and brightness value (PMW). For 
setting WOI, the user has to set X-start, X-end, Y-start, and Y-end values. As the 
Fugal5 sensor has 512 x 512 pixels, the X and Y-values must be between 0 and 511. 
Another thing that must be taken into consideration the X-axis dimension of the set 
WOI must be multiple of 4. If the X-axis dimension is not a multiple of 4, the image 
will be displayed in an italic shape. The user must also ensure that the coordinates 
are given in the correct order (the end pixel value should be grater than the start pixel 
value). The following output come from this subVI: X-start, X-end, Y-start, and Y- 
end values set in front panel by the user. These values go through CC SetWOI 
function as inputs to produce the frame size. The camera is then ready to capture 
singles.
CC CaptureSignal function is used for capturing the camera signal. By calling this 
function an image is captured with the preset parameters and placed into a buffer. All 
the other DLL functions do not need to be repeated when no change in acquisition 
parameters or WOI is to be made. For an 8-bit black & white image, the serial buffer
can be defined as: array [0...................................262114] o f byte.
Now we have the image in the buffer, we can display it on the screen and 
automatically write it as bit map file (BMP) by using WriteBMP.vi. A picture control 
object was used to displaying image on the computer screen.
At the end of image capture we need to close the device. CC_Close function must be 
called before the windows application ends.
4.1.2 Control sample movement and data processing procedure
Camhandle and buffer size or frame size are required for capture an image during 
scanning and all the other API functions do not need to be repeated because of no 
changes in acquisition parameters or a fixed WOI size set for scanning. Figure 4.4 
shows the motor moving system algorithm and the LabView front panel o f motor
mover program is shown in figure 4.5.
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Turn on motor
Move the
Set step size ->
motor in target 
position ¥
Set axis
Turn off motor
Figure 4.4: Motor moving procedures for the X and Y- axis.
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Figure 4.5: LabView Front Panel o f the motor mover program.
A raster scanning pattern was used in this work. Scanning started from 0 and finish at 
(n -  I ), where n was the number o f  steps in the X-axis shown is in figure 4.6. After
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completing one line scan in the X-axis, the Y-axis was moved by a define step si/e. 
Scanning the recommences in the reverse direction in the X-axis. During scanning in 
the backw ard direction the first position o f the scan surface was (n -  1) and the finish 
was at 0. The program however saved this data in the reverse order (from 0 to (n -l)),
Scanning direction Sample
Figure 4.6: Scanning and image capturing paths.
4.1.3 3D surface reconstruc tion
31) parametric surface Lab View block diagram object was used for 3D surface 
reconstruction. X, Y and Z matrices arc the input for this function. To calculate the 
image centre from the data was reorganised according to the scanning WOI (Y 
dimension and X dimension respectively the number of rows and columns for the 2D 
array). Programming flow for the 3D surface reconstruction algorithm is shown in 
figure 4.7. The beam shift was calculated for every increment in scanning direction 
in terms o f number pixel. Multiplying by the calibration factor (^m pixel) the actual 
displacement in the depth direction for every step in scanning direction was 
calculated. X and Y-axis were known from the user input step size. Figure 4.8 shows 
an example o f a 3D surface profile generated the Lab View GUI.
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Figure 4.7: Programming flow diagram o f  3D surface reconstruction.
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Figure 4.8: LabView GUI showing an example of a reconstructed 3D surface profile.
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4.2 Software development for laser line scanning system
Figure 4.9 shows the program block diagram of automated laser line scanning 
system. WOI, brightness and delays are camera function. Detail procedure of camera 
operation in LabView already discuss in section 4.1.1. In order to scan a sample 
surface by the developed system the user has input the following variables in 
LabView GUI: scanning WOI, X-axis scan length (mm), X-axis step size (nm), 
number of pixels for Y-axis step size, filter value to remove unwanted information 
from the image, depth calibration factor (jam/pixel) and X-Y magnification 
calibration factor (jam/pixel). For scanning of a sample surface, initially the sample 
part was mounted on the automated translation stage. The particular area on the plate 
to be scanned was positioned carefully so that the laser beam was incident at the 
starting position of the area. Scanning initiates by incrementing the X-axis motor 
while keeping the Y and Z-axis position constant. Every time the X-axis was 
displaced, the image was captured as a ID array. Captured ID array from the camera 
WOI was converted into 2D array. This array was then sectioned into array subset 
according to the selected Y step size. The programming block diagram for the image 
center calculation is shown in figure 4.10. Detail of the 3D surface reconstruction 
procedure was presented in the previous section of this chapter. Figure 4.11 and 4.12 
respectively show the GUI for line scanning system and an example o f reconstructed 
3D surface by the laser line scanning.
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Camhandle, Scanning WOI, 
Buffer size, Number o f  steps in 
X and Y direction. Step size
Repeat X - axis 
no. o f step times
Start Scanning
Capture image 
line image
Create array 
subset
Move the 
motor
Complete scanning
3D surface reconstruction
Figure 4.9: Block diagram for automated line scan.
X Dimension/ no o f columns
1D array * 2D array — ✓Array subset |:
X & Y 
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of image 
centre
Y Dimension/' Array length/' step
no of rows size in pixels
Figure 4.10: Programming flow fur calculait: image ccntcr from line scan dafa.
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Figure 4.11 : LabView front panel o f the laser line scanning.
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♦ m i f l
Automated Laser Line Scan System
Figure 4.12: Front panel o f the laser line scanning system showing 
an example o f a 3D surface profile o f stainless steel sample surface.
4.3 Surface roughness measurement
A graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed in LabView programme for 
roughness parameters measurement. Roughness parameters computed according to 
formulas describe in section 2.6 o f Chapter two. These include average roughness Ra, 
the root mean square R^ , skewness R„k. and kurtosis R^ u- This program takes an array 
o f depth values from the scan surface as input. Figure 4.13 shows the programming 
block diagram for surface roughness parameters calculation. This GUI also works by 
the same scanning procedure discussed in section 4.1.
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Mean value
Array of  
depth value
Array element of 
depth value
Deviation 
from mean
Sum of 
deviations
Roughness
parameters
No. o f data
Figure 4.13: Programming block diagram o f surface 
roughness parameters measurement.
LabView front panel with a surface roughness profile o f  the surface roughness 
parameters measurement system is shown in figure 4.14. In order to measure surface 
roughness parameters the user has to set WOl. filter value, depth calibration factor, 
scan length (}im), step size (|im), axis (X or Y) and direction. Inputs, outputs and 
errors control panel arc shown on the right hand side o f GUI.
SV'RFACE <ROVGJCWESS ETfcOtf <VL<PE<RMIN AM OW
Figure 4.14: LabView front panel o f the automated surface roughness parameters 
measurement showing surface roughness profiles.
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4.4 Generate 21) profiles from 31) surface map
Another GUI has been developed to generate 2D surface profiles from 3D surface 
map. shown in figure 4.15. From CWGraph3D control properties, the user has to add 
a curser to extract data points from 3D surface map is shown in figure 4.16. The user 
can generate 2D profile along any line in the X and Y direction. A 3D surface map, 
number of steps in both direction, Y axis step index for 2D surface profile in the X 
direction and X axis step index for 2D profile in the Y direction are the inputs ot this 
GUI.
i M w r i j t r n l i m l  I
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Figure 4.15: LabView GUI for 2D profiles from 3D surface map.
Figure 4.16: LabView CWGraph3D control properties.
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Chapter Five
Automated surface scans results
5.1 Introduction
An automated surface inspection system was developed. Scan area capacity o f this 
system is 12 mm by 12 mm area. This system was capable to create 2D and 3D 
surface profiles; also able measure surface roughness parameters from scan sample 
surface. Following data processing steps are involved in the developed system for a 
surface inspection:
• Capture laser spot image
• Threshold the spot image
• Calculate the image spot center
• Calculate the centre position shift with respect to a reference point and
• Calculate the depth value [depth value = image centre shift (pixel) * 
calibration factor (jim/pixel)]
5.2 System parameters
System parameters such as camera viewing length by each pixel, focal spot size, 
depth focus of the laser beam, filter value and depth calibration factor are presented 
in this section.
5.2.1 Camera viewing length, focal spot size and depth of focus
Camera viewing depends on the focusing system. If L is the camera viewing at a 
distance H between sample and focusing lens shown in figure 5.1; then camera 
viewing by each pixel P, expressed by the following relation:
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where, N is the total number of pixels in one direction for N-by-N array detector. 
CCfl5 CMOS camera consists of a 512 by 512 array detector. Camera viewing 
length for different lens conditions are summarized in the Table 5.1. Figure 5.2 
shows a ruler image viewed by the camera with a 50 mm focal length additional lens.
Figure 5.1: Camera viewing length.
Table 5.1: Camera viewing length with different focusing lens.
Lens distance 
from sample 
surface, H (mm)
X & Y viewing 
length, L (mm)
Resolution
(jim/pixel)
Camera lens only
450 105 205
250 66 129
150 40 78
With additional 
100 mm focal 
length lens
150 24 46.88
45 16 31.25
With additional 50 
mm focal length 
lens
45 12 23.44
X5 objective lens 21 1.7 3.3
X I0 objective lens 7.5 0.75 1.46
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Figure 5.2: Camera image o f a ruler with camera lens and additional 
50 mm focal length lens (mm scale).
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Figure 5.3: Intensity distributions o f the laser spot.
A laser spot image intensity distribution for an additional 50 mm lens with camera 
shown in figure 5.3. The spot consist o f 8 by 7 pixel at intensity 150. So spot size of 
the laser diode module is 187 by 164 jum.
Depth of focus o f the laser beam expressed by
DOF = 2.44A (/ Id)2 
For laser spot scanning, focal length of the beam focusing lens, f  = 100 mm, 
unfocused beam diameter, d = 1 mm and wavelength of the laser diode, X = 670 nm. 
So depth of focus of the laser beam is
l^OO^2DOF = 2.44 * 0.00067 —  mm 
DOF = 16.35mm
5.2.2 Noise threshold for data processing
The first step in the target location procedure is generally the subtraction of a 
threshold intensity value. The threshold subtraction is based on the supposition that 
there will always be background noise in any digital image.
In the inspection system laser beam was incident on the surface and it created a spot 
for laser spot triangulation. For laser line scanning system a laser line was projected 
on the surface. The CCfl5 camera viewed the spot or line and was used to capture 
the image. The brightness o f the beam spot or line on the surface was dependent 
upon the reflectance o f the surface and the camera lens aperture. Images of the 
surfaces were represented by the gray scale intensity values ranging from 0 to 255. 
Figures 5.4 shows a beam intensity profile o f laser spot image with a camera lens 
aperture 16. A 50 mm focal length additional lens with the camera and a 100 mm 
focal length lens used to focus the beam on to the sample surface. Profile image size 
or window of interest was 32 by 26 pixels.
»
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Figure 5.4: Laser spot intensity profile.
5.2.3 Depth calibration factor
From the triangulation theory, section 2.11.1 of chapter two and Appendix A, it is 
seen that the distance in depth direction is proportional to the lateral shift of the beam 
spot. The calibration factor represents the relationship of the depth displacement to 
the beam shift on the sensor surface and is measured in |im per pixel. The calibration 
factor is dependent on the triangulation angle, on the magnification o f the reception 
optical system and the sensor dimension. In order to determine the calibration factor, 
the laser beam was incident on the sample held on the XY automated translation 
stage and the sample was moved along the Z-axis by 20 Jim increments in order to 
calculate vertical shift o f the sample surface. An image o f  the spot was recorded 
every time the Z stage was incremented and total number of steps in the Z direction 
was 25. Calibration factor for different filter values are shown in Table 5.2. The 
results shown in this table are the averages o f seven measurements and deviations 
were calculated according to the student t-distribution. A linear curve fit to the 
average of seven calibration data for filter value 160 is shown in figure 5.5.
►
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Table 5.2: Depth calibration factor in micrometers per pixel 
for different filter values.
Filter Value 200 190 180 170 160
Calibration 1 21.023 20.094 18.111 15.124 12.24
Calibration 2 29.796 27.597 25.419 22.61 20.641
Calibration 3 22.018 21.989 22.119 22.586 22.656
Calibration 4 29.476 24.534 20.594 17.345 16.131
Calibration 5 30.895 25.467 21.667 18.073 16.609
Calibration 6 26.484 23.331 20.248 18.120 17.533
Calibration 7 22.299 22.035 18.795 16.047 15.614
Average 26 23.578 20.993 18.558 17.345
Stan. Dev 4.184 2.508 2.421 2.962 3.420
Confidence 
interval (+/-)
3.072 1.842 1.778 2.175 2.511
Z axis increment (micron)
Figure 5.5: System calibration curve with a filter value 160.
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5.2.4 Depth calibration factor from known Ra sample
Mean surface roughness Ra expressed by the following equation
N
I *
Ra -  where, D is the profile depth , and N is total number of data points. If B
is the beam center shift in terms of pixel and Z is the depth calibration factor in pm / 
pixel then above equation can be expressed by:
_ (Bi +B2+B3+ ............................ +  Bn ) * Z
N
=> Ra =X*Z
Here X is average beam centre shift in pixel. Finally depth calibration factor Z can be 
expressed by the following equation:
The depth calibration factor was also calculated from a Mitutoyo precision 
calibration specimen surface with a known roughness value of 3.05 ^m Ra. These 
scans were performed over a sample length of 800 jim with a step size 20 |im. Beam 
shift in terms of pixel were recorded during scanning and calibration factor 
calculated by the equation 5.1. Results from these scans are shown in Table 5.3. 
Deviations were calculated according to the student t-distribution.
Table 5.3: Depth calibration factor from precision specimen sample.
Test X (pixel) Z (um/pixel)
1 0.1876 16,26
2 0.1780 19.66
3 0.1513 20.16
4 0.2145 14.22
5 0.1547 16.51
Average 0.1772 17.36
Stan. Dev. 2.233
Confidence interval (+/-) 2.129
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5.3 Automated surface scan
Automated surface scans results are presented in this section. 3D surface profiles 
generated automatically by the developed LabView GUI from the sample surface. In 
order to scan a sample surface set the image size (WOI), scan area (X and Y axis 
length), step size, filter value and system calibration factor as inputs in the LabView 
GUI. According to the triangulation principle if the surface displace in the vertical 
direction from its original position the image centre shift proportionally on to the 
sensor. To generate 3D surface map first capture image data in every step then 
calculate centre o f the image, calculate beam shift with a reference point and finally 
calculate depth value. Details measurement principles discuss in chapter 3, 
programming flow diagrams for scanning and 3D reconstruction are presented in 
chapter 4. All scans was performed with a 100 [xm step size in X and Y-axis, camera 
aperture was 16 and sample position was set perpendicular to the camera. Laser light 
was directed onto the target surface at a triangulation angle 45°(0). A filter value of 
160 and corresponding system calibration factor of 17.35 \xm per pixel was used 
throughout the scanning. A scanning window of interest size (WOI) of 68 by 30 
pixels was also used for scans.
Scanning was carried out for copper, stainless steel and plastic sample surfaces with 
different sized blind hole. 3D surface maps generated during the automated scanning, 
are presented in this section. Data points were extracted from the generated 3D 
surface maps by using 2D profiles from 3D surface map.vi. An Oxford precision 
digital calliper with a resolution 0.01 mm was used to measure diameter and depth of 
the scan holes.
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5.3.1 Automated scan of a copper sample
A binocular microscopic image of a blind hole from the copper sample surface is 
shown in figure 5.6. Results from scanning this hole arc shown in figure 5.7. A san 
length of 5 mm was used for both X and Y-axis. All scan parameters are shown in 
Table 5.4. Figure 5.8 shows the YZ perspective view from the 3D surface map and 
figure 5.9 shows a corresponding 2D surface profile, which was generate from this 
3D surface map along the 28,h Y-axis scan line. Figure 5.10 shows ZX perspective 
view and figure 5.11 shows corresponding 2D surface profile, which was generate 
from this 3D surface map along the 30"' X-axis scan line. These 2D profiles were 
chosen as it passed through the centre o f the hole. Diameter and depth o f the hole 
measured by the digital calliper 3 mm and 540 |im respectively, and from the 
developed system diameter 3.1 mm in the Y direction. 2.9 mm in the X direction, and 
depth 425 urn from figure 5.9 and figure 5.11. Diameter was measured along 350 Jim 
depth for both directions.
Table 5.4: Scan parameters.
Parameters Inputs and 
outputs
Scan area 5 mm by 5 mm
No o f steps 50 by 50
Total points 2500
Step size 100 urn
WOI 68 by 30
Total Time 84 minutes
Figure 5.6: Binocular microscopic image of a 3 mm blind 
hole o f the Cu sample surface.
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Figure 5.7: 3D surface map of the 3 mm blind hole.
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Figure 5.8: Perspective view from 3D surface map of the 3 mm hole in the Y7. plane.
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Figure 5.9: A 2D surface profile from 3D surface map o f the 3 mm hole
along the Y axis.
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Figure 5.10: Perspective view from 3D surface map o f the 3 mm hole
in the XZ plane.
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Figure 5.11: A 2D surface profile from 3D surface map of the 3 mm hole
along the X axis.
5.3.2 Automated scan of a stainless steel sample
Binocular microscopic image of a blind hole from the stainless steel sample surface 
is shown in figure 5.12. Results from scanning this hole are also shown in a 3D 
surface map in figure 5.13 and figure 5.14 shows XY perspective view from this 3D 
surface map. A scan length of 9 mm was used for both X and Y-axis. All scan 
parameters are summarised in the Table 5.5. Figure 5.15 shows a 2D surface profile, 
which was generate from this 3D surface map along the 40th X-axis scan line. Figure 
5.16 shows another 2D surface profile, which was also generate from this 3D surface 
map along the 42nd Y-axis scan line. These 2D profiles were chosen as at passed 
through the centre of the hole. Diameter and depth of this hole measured by the 
digital calliper 5.9 mm and 600 |itm respectively, and from the developed system 
diameter 6.3 mm in the X direction and 6.4 mm in the Y direction, and depth 500 jam 
from figure 5.15 and figure 5.16. Diameter was measured along 350 nm depth for 
both directions.
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Table 5.5: Scan parameters
Parameters Inputs and 
outputs
Scan area 9 mm by 9 
mm
No of steps 90 by 90
Total points 8100
Step size 100 |im
WOI 68 by 30
Total Time 261 minutes
Figure 5.12: Binocular microscopic image o f a 5.9 mm blind hole from the stainless
steel sample surface.
Figure 5.13: 3D surface map of the 5.9 mm blind hole.
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Figure 5.14: Perspective view from 3D surface map of the 5.9 mm stainless steel
surface blind hole in the XY plane.
X Axis increment (Micron)
Figure 5.15: A 2D surface profile from 3D surface of the 5.9 mm stainless steel
blind hole along the X axis.
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Figure 5.16: A 2D surface profile from 3D surface o f the 5.9 mm stainless steel
blind hole along the Y axis.
5.3.3 Automated scan of a plastic sample
Binocular microscopic image of the blind hole from the plastic sample surface is 
shown in figure 5.17 Results from LTS scanning of this hole are shown in a 3D 
surface map in figure 5.18 and figure 5.19 shows XY perspective view from the 3D 
surface map. A scan length of 6 mm was used for both X and Y-axis. All scan 
parameters are shown in Table 5.6. Figure 5.20 and figure 5.21 shows 2D profiles 
from this 3D surface map along the 32nd and the 28th, the X-axis and Y-axis scans 
line respectively. These 2D profiles were chosen as at passed through the centre of 
the hole. Diameter and depth of the hole measured by the digital caliper 4 mm and 
600 jam respectively, and from the developed system diameter 4.1 mm in the X 
direction and 4.3 mm in the Y direction, and depth 550 jam from figure 5.20 and 
figure 5.21. Diameter was measured from along 350 jim depth for both directions.
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Table 5.6: Scan parameters
Parameters Inputs and 
outputs
Scan area 6 mm by 6 
mm
No of steps 60 by 60
Total points 3600
Step size 100 |im
WOI 68 by 30
Total Time 122 minutes
Figure 5.17: Binocular microscopic image o f a blind hole 
from the plastic sample surface.
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Figure 5.18: 3D surface of the plastic sample blind hole.
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Figure 5.19; XY perspective for the 3D surface map of the plastic sample.
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Figure 5.20: A 2D profile from the 3D surface map along the X-axis.
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Y axis increment(Micron)
Figure 5.21: A 2D profile from the 3D surface map along the Y-axis.
5.3.5 Automated scan with different lens system
Surface topographic maps presented in this section are the surface scans by the LTS 
system with different lens system. A 150 mm focal length lens was use to focus the 
laser beam on to the sample surface and a 100 mm focal length lens was use with the 
camera. 2D image of an 8 mm blind hole from a stainless steel surface are shown in 
figure 5.22. Corresponding 3D surface profile o f the stainless steel produced from 
the developed profiling system are shown in figure 5.23. Figure 5.24 and 5.25 shows 
respectively 2D image of a 4 mm hole from a copper surface and corresponding 3D 
surface map. 120 by 120 steps were used for the stainless steel and 60 by 60 steps 
were used for copper surface sample. Scanning was performed by a 100 ¿im step size 
in X and Y-axis for both profiles and sample position was perpendicular to camera at 
an angle 45°.
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Figure 5.22: Binocular microscopic image of an 8 mm 
blind hole from a stainless steel sample.
Figure 5.23: 3D surface map of the 8 mm blind hole.
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Figure 5.24: Binocular microscopic image o f a 4 mm 
blind hole from a cupper sample surface.
I
N
Figure 5.25: 3D surface map of the 4 mm blind hole.
►
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5.4 Compare with optical microscope
An elliptical shapes zero scan from a key surface by the system is presented in this 
section. Scan area was 3.35 mm by 2 mm with a step size 25 Jim. XY perspective 
view from 3D surface map o f the zero shown in figure 5.26. Optical microscopic 
image o f the zero is shown in figure 5.27. A 2D profile from this 3D surface map 
along the 70th X -  axis scan line is shown in figure 5.28. Inner and outer dimension 
o f the zero measured by the optical microscope are 668 (.im and 1324 ^m and from 
the developed system approximately 850 nm and 1600 yim respectively.
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Figure 5.26: XY perspective view from 3D surface map of a key surface zero.
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Figure 5.27: Optical microscopic image of a key surface zero.
Y Axis increment(Micron)
Figure 5.28: A 2D profile from the 3D surface map of the key surface zero.
5.5 System depth repeatability
A 5 mm diameter and 600 jum depth blind hole from a plastic sample surface scan 
three times across the diameter and figure 5.29 to figure 5.30 shows respectively the 
2D profiles o f the first, second and third scan. Scans was performed over an 8 mm 
scan length with a step size 100 jum.
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Figure 5.29: 2D surface profile o f the 5mm blind hole from first scans.
X Axis increment (Micron)
Figure 5.30: 2D surface profile of the 5mm blind hole from second scans.
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Figure 5.31: 2D surface profile of the 5mm blind hole from third scans.
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Depth value for four different X-axis positions were taken form the above three scans 
data, shown in Table 5.7. Total depth of the hole also shown in the table was 
calculated between points 0 jam and 1500 jam in the X direction. Deviations were 
calculated according to the student t-distribution.
Table 5.7: Depth repeatability of the automated surface scanning system.
X axis Depth value, jam Total
position: At 500 jam At 3000 jam At 5000 jam At 7000 jam depth (jam)
Scan 1 17.282 542.208 563.476 169.890 . 579.177
Scan 2 17.278 539.169 559.813 175.053 575.804
Scan 3 18.705 540.915 558.967 171.073 582.621
Average 17.755 540.764 •560.752 172.005 579.201
Std. Dev. 0.823 1.525 2.397 2.705 3.409
Confidence 
interval (+/-)
1.388 2.574 4.045 4.565 5.753
5.6 Surface roughness parameters measurement results
Roughness parameters computed for by develop GUI includes average roughness, 
Ra, the root mean square, Rq, skewness, Rsk, and kurtosis, RkU. This program takes as 
input a typical AFM profile data file. For comparison surface roughness parameters 
were measured with a Mitutoyo Surftest—402. Measurement was taken in cut-off 
value or cut length 0.8 mm and 10 jam range and tip radius was 5 jam. A Nano -  R™ 
atomic force microscope (AFM) manufactured by Pacific Nanotechnology was also 
used to measured surface roughness parameters for comparison purposes. Sample 
length for the AFM measurements was 80jam and each measurement contained 256 
data points. The two surfaces compared examined with these systems were a copper 
and stainless steel surface with milled blind holes. Roughness parameters measured 
by the above three methods on a stainless steel surface is shown in Table 5.8 and on 
a copper surface is shown in Table 5.9. Deviations were calculated according to the 
student t-distribution. Encouragingly the results o f the three methods fall within the
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same range and the deviations from the developed software are comparable to those 
of the commercial systems.
Table 5.8: Surface roughness parameters o f a stainless steel surface.
Profile
AFM AFM data analysis by the developed 
software
Surftest-402
R a
(m )
Rq
(m )
R a
Gun) (jam)
R s k
(jim)
R k u
(m )
R a
(m )
Rq
(Mm)
A 0.70 0.77 0.32845 0.4351 -1.1896 4.2957 0.73 0.97
B 0.68 0.82 0.5872 0.7048 -0.6265 2.5803 0.50 0.67
C 0.92 1.10 0.6125 0.7616 -0.2380 2.5774 0.73 1.00
Average 0.77 0.90 0.51 0.63 -0.68 3.15 0.65 0.88
Confidence
interval
(+/-)
0.22 0.3 0.27 0.29 0.81 1.67 0.22 0.31
Table 5.9: Surface roughness parameters o f a copper surface.
Profile
AFM AFM data analysis by the developed 
software
Surftest-402
R a
(jam)
Rq
(m )
R a
(jam)
Rq
(m )
R s k
(jam)
R k u
(Urn)
R a
(M-m)
Rq
(M-m)
A 0.46 0.54 0.4515 0.5286 -0.3651 1.8239 0.90 1.45
B 0.68 0.79 0.6911 0.8021 -0.9047 2.4100 1.10 1.40
C 0.79 0.94 0.8468 0.9556 0.0387 1.6684 1.45 1.85
Average 0.64 0.76 0.66 0.76 -0.41 1.97 1.15 1.57
Confidence
interval
(+/-)
0,28 0.34 0.34 0.37 0.80 0.66 0.47 0.42
Surface roughness parameters were measured on a Mitutoyo precision sample. Tests 
were performed five times by both the Surftest -  402 and the LTS system, and results 
from these tests are shown in Table 5.10. For the Surftest -  402 measurement was 
taken in cut-off value or cut length 0.8 mm and 10 jim range and for LTS tests was 
performed over a sample length of 800 jum with a step size 20 jam. Deviations were 
calculated according to the student t-distribution.
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Table 5.10: Surface roughness parameters measurements results.
Test
Surftest-402 LTS system
Ra(jim) R q W Ra^im) Rq(j^m) Rku (\xm) RSk (jim)
1 3 3.3 3.23 4.07 3.82 -0.74
2 3 3.3 3.37 3.90 2.04 -0.44
3 3 3.3 2.96 4.42 3.30 0.75
4 3 3.3 2.93 3.77 3.27- -0.80
5 3 3.3 3.27 4.28 3.44 -0.95
Average 3 3.3 3.15 4.09 3.17 -0.44
Std. Dev 0 0 0.19 0.26 0.67 0.69
Confidence interval 
(+/-)
0 0 0.19 0.25 0.64 0.66
5.7 Surface scan by the automated line scan system
3D surface maps scan results presented in this section, a 8 mm blind hole form a 
copper sample surface and another 8 mm blind hole from a stainless steel sample 
surface. 3D surface profiles generated automatically by the developed Lab View GUI 
from the sample surfaces. In order to scan a sample surface set the image size (WOI), 
X -  axis scan length, X and Y - axis step size, filter value, X-Y magnification 
calibration factor, 23.44 |nm / pixel and system calibration factor, 17.35 pm / pixel as 
inputs in the LabView GUI. Scanning parameters are summarising in Table 5.11. 
Figure 5.32 shows 3D surface map of the copper sample surface blind hole and 
figure 5.33 shows 3D surface of the stainless steel surface blind hole.
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Table 5.11 : Line scans scanning parameters.
Parameter Copper sample Steel sample
X step size 50 fim 50 jim
Y step size 2 pixels 2 pixels
Scan length 11 mm 11 mm
No. o f lines 220 220
WOI 64 by 512 76 by 512
No. o f data points/ line 256 256
Time 7.72 minutes 8 minutes
Total data points 53760 53760
Speed 121 points / sec 112 points / sec
I
Figure 5.32: 3D surface map o f the copper sample surface blind hole.
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Figure 5.33: 3D surface map of the stainless steel sample surface blind hole.
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Chapter Six
Discussion
6.1 Discussion
In modem manufacturing, quality control requirements are stringent and subjective. 
Although valuable, human visual inspection of the production process is giving way 
to faster, more reliable, more objective and less expensive electro-optical techniques. 
Among the quality control task, surface inspection is a major one. For long time, 
invasive stylus- based systems were widely accepted. Today the new standards and 
the huge variety of surfaces and materials to be inspected, often all in the same 
industry, require the use of versatile, non-contact system, and for this purpose optical 
or laser based system have clearly proved their merits [66].
There are three generally accepted application areas for inspection. These are input 
inspection, process inspection and output inspection. Input or receiving inspection is 
the examination of raw materials to determine if their quality is acceptable for use. It 
also involves determining if  there is a sufficient amount of material for use in 
assembly. Process inspection is the examination of the output of an intermediate 
work stage; it is useful for determining if the operations at a stage were performed 
within specified tolerances and whether the assembly process is in control or if tools 
are wrong or broken. Output or product inspection is the final exhaustive inspection 
of a product at the end of assembly or manufacturing stages to determine the 
product’s acceptability [67]. An automated laser based inspection system presented 
in this thesis could be used to inspect material surface in all o f those inspection areas 
in any production line.
At first the system was calibrated in two different ways to obtain a depth calibration 
factor. In order to measure surface defect and defect size in both lateral and depth 
directions by the system surface scanning results were presented in the previous 
chapter. Surface roughness parameters measured by the LTS system were also 
presented in chapter five. Scans were performed on different material (copper,
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stainless steel and plastic) sample surfaces with different sized (3mm, 5.9 mm and 
6mm) blind hole, summary of the automated scans results are presented in Table 6.1
Table 6.1: Summary of the automated LTS scans results.
Data from
Depth
(Hm)
Diameter in the 
X- direction (mm)
Diameter in the 
Y-direction (mm)
Average 
diameter (mm)
Section 5.3.1 425 2.9 3.1 3.0
Section 5.3.2 500 6.3 6.4 6.35
Section 5.3.3 550 4.1 4.3 4.2
It was observed from the scanned results that the diameter of the all scanned holes 
are bigger at the top than at the bottom. Causes o f this measurement error are 
discussed in the next section and a modification of the system for defect inspection 
with a good accuracy is proposed in future work section of this chapter.
System depth repeatability is presented in section 5.5 and results are summarized in 
Table 5.7 of chapter five. This Table shows that the resolution in depth direction 
decreases proportionally with increasing the displacement in the lateral direction.
Measured surface roughness parameter results are presented in section 5.6 o f chapter 
five. Table 5.10 shows the results o f surface roughness parameter measurement by 
the LTS system and by the Surftest -  402. In the present system the surface 
roughness parameter measurement range is restricted due to the bigger spot size. 
Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 show the AFM data analysis by the developed LabView 
GUI. It is evident that with a small spot size or a thin line it is possible to measure 
the Nano scale surface roughness parameters by the developed LTS system. 
Automated line scan results are presented in section 5.7 of chapter five. The main 
intention of this section was to show that the developed LabView GUI for the line 
scans system working properly. Automated line scans system speed was found about 
7200 points per minute whereas spot scanning speed only 30 points per minute.
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6.2 Measurement error
Laser triangulation has been widely used in industrial measurement applications 
because they perform a non-contact measurement with sub-micron resolution. More 
over, it is fast and has a simple structure, good repeatability and a long operation 
range. However, it has various error sources such as speckle effect, variation of light 
intensity distribution from noise, detector noise etc. Laser based automated surface 
inspection system was developed on the basis o f following assumptions:
• Laser beams can be collimated to provide small, diffraction limited parallel 
beams of light
• The intensity profile o f leaser beam approximately Gaussian in shape for 
laser spot scanning and uniform intensity distribution of laser beam for laser 
line scanning
• Laser line aligns properly
• Laser light produces a high contrast with the background
• Beams are highly directional and small beam divergence
• Servomotor moves its target position properly
• Image capture by the camera is done properly
An automated surface inspection system was developed, however, the accuracy of 
the system is not very good. System measurement errors for both depth and lateral 
directions are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Error in the automated LTS scans results.
Actual
diameter
(mm)
Actual
depth
(m )
Measured
depth
(m )
Depth
error
(nm)
Diameter 
error in the 
X- direction 
(mm)
Diameter 
error in the 
Y-direction 
(mm)
Average
diameter
error
(mm)
3.0 550 425 115 0.1 0.1 0.1
5.9 600 500 100 0.4 0.5 0.45
4.0 600 550 50 0.1 0.3 0.2
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The accuracy of optical triangulation methods hinges on the ability to locate the 
centre o f the laser spot. Therefore, the accuracy of sub pixel target image location is 
an important factor that contributes to the overall precision of the camera based 
inspection system. Laser spot centre position changes if the laser spot crosses a 
transition from high level to low-level surface or low level to high-level surface. 
Figure 6.1 (a) shows a laser beam transit from upper level surface to lower level 
surface, a part o f the spot is blocked by upper level and as a result create a broken 
spot and other part strikes the lower level surface also create another broken spot. 
Figure 6.1 (b) shows a broken laser spot image due to height transition at point A and 
the intensity distribution of this image is shown in figure 6.2. Similar measurement 
error also occurs at points B and C when the laser beam transits from low level to 
high-level surface during scanning.
Scan direction
Detector
Laser 1
(a)
Figure 6.1: (a) Measurement error due to height transition; 
(b) Laser spot image at point A.
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Figure 6.2: Intensity distribution of the image shown in the 6.1 figure (b).
A stainless steel sample surface was scanning from the upper to the lower level 
surface and scanning was repeated in same sample surface from the lower to the 
upper level surface. Figure 6.3 shows 3D surface map of the scan from the upper to 
the lower level surface of a 3.5 mm by 3 mm area with a scan step size o f 25 Jim. 
Figure 6.4 shows 2D surface map by extracting data points from this 3D surface map 
along the 60th Y axis scan line, points A and B show two peaks due to the height 
transition measurement error.
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Figure 6.3: 3D surface map o f a sample surface scan from 
the upper surface to the lower surface.
100 r
X Axis increment (Micron)
Figure 6.4: 2D profile o f the surface scans from the upper surface 
to the lower surface.
Figure 6.5 shows 3D surface map of the stainless steel sample surface scan from the 
upper level to the lower level surface o f a 3.5 mm by 2.5 mm area and a scan step
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size o f 25 nm, and figure 6.6 shows 2D surface map by extracting data points from 
this 3D surface map along the 50,h Y axis scan line, point A and B shows two peak 
due to the height transition measurement error.
X  p o o »  0 T A G r ° O - >
Figure 6.5: 3D surface map o f the sample surface scan from 
the lower surface to the upper surface.
300 r
X Axis increment (Micron)
Figure 6.6: 2D profile o f the surface scans from the lower surface
to the upper surface.
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Following two types of calibration has been done in the inspection system:
• Camera intrinsic calibration
• System calibration
Camera calibration is a process for determining the internal geometric and optical 
camera characteristics (intrinsic parameters). The image of the CCfl5 camera may be 
noisy with mostly vertical noise structures due to improper camera calibration. This 
is Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN), typical for random addressable sensors. Therefore 
image quality depends of camera calibration. By the triangulation principle we 
measured surface height variation along Z-axis, which is directly related to this 
calibration factor, so accuracy of depth measurement depends on depth calibration 
factor. Calibration factor depends on triangulation angle, camera resolution, light 
source and sample position.
6.3 Effect of spot size on the surface profiling system
The size o f the spot is dictated by the optical design, and influences the overall 
system design by setting a target feature size detection limit. For instance, if  the spot 
diameter is 50 jam it will be difficult to resolve a lateral feature less then 50 jim. The 
feature size limitation is the spatial lateral resolution, approximately equal to the spot 
diameter. Where the beam diameter is larger than or the same size as the feature, the 
sensor has sufficient resolution; where the feature is smaller than the beam diameter, 
the resolution is inadequate for feature detection and measurement. Spot diameter is 
usually specified in the center of the working range, but the limitations of physical 
optics dictate that it will not remain that size throughout the working range. The 
beam-shaping optics forms a beam. Spot size o f the laser should be small because of, 
a) higher lateral resolution on the object; b) the image on the detector should not be 
too large, for better localization on the detector, i.e., for a better resolution of depth. 
To detect small objects the diameter of the laser beam should be as small as possible. 
In figure 6.7 numbers 1,2 and 3 indicate the beam diameter o f the laser spot; a, b and 
c indicate three different objects size. In the first and second case the beam diameter 
is smaller than and equal to the object size, so sensor has sufficient resolution. But in
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the third case the object size is smaller than the beam diameter, the resolution is 
inadequate for object detection arid measurement.
1
W -H
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Figure 6.7: Effect o f beam diameter to detect object size.
Alignment o f laser beams also is a controlling factor for the spot size. As shown in 
figure 6.8 spot size becomes bigger if the beam is incident onto the surface at an 
angle 0. X indicates a laser beam spot size when the beam in incident perpendicular
to the surface and Y = q > indicates the spot size when the laser beam is
incident on to the surface with an angle 0. The laser beam creates a small spot when 
it is incident perpendicular to the object surface.
6.4 System speed
The main controlling factors for the speed of the inspection system are:
• Camera image acquisition rate or frame rate
• Servomotor speed
• Data processing speed
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Full frame speed of the CCfl5 camera is 7 frames per second with full resolution. 
Camera speed depends on size of window of interest (WOI). For small WOI camera 
image acquisition rate become faster. Servomotor speed range is 50-425 i^m per 
second. System speed also depends on the PC configuration.
Table 6.3: LTS system speed.
Data from Data points Time (minutes) Speed (points/min)
Section 5.3.1 2500 84 29.76
Section 5.3.2 8100 261 31.03
Section 5.3.3 3600 122 29.51
Average 30
The speed of the laser spot triangulation system is 30 points per minute that is 
including set WOI, image capture, motor movement, data processing and 3D 
reconstruction time. Automated line scanning gives excellent speed, about 7200 
points per minute with a full WOI size in the Y-axis whereas spot triangulation speed 
30 points per minute.
i
6.5 System resolution
System resolution depends on the system configuration such as laser spot size or line 
thickness, triangulation angle, depth of focus of the laser beam, camera resolution 
etc. Depth and lateral resolution also depends upon the incidence optics and 
observation optics. Developed automated surface inspection system is able to inspect 
a large variety o f surfaces with high resolutions, down to the sub micron level. If 
camera viewing length, L mm by N number of pixels then depth resolution expressed 
by:
N * tan 0
For the developed LTS system, L = 12 mm, N = 512 and 0 = 45°, from the above 
equation system resolution:
5__ 1 2 * 1 0 0 0 ^
" 512* tan 45
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It is observe, the resolution of a discrete detector array can be much better than given 
by the pixel spacing [68]. From the table 5.1 it can be conclude that resolution much . 
better with small focal length lens.
-=>dz -  23.44fMn
I
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
In this project a fully automated inspection system has been developed in this work. 
In the present system the scanning area capacity is 12 mm by 12 mm. Focal spot size 
of the spot generator laser is approximately 170 jim and line thickness of the line 
generator laser is approximately 160 |im. System speed using spot triangulation is 30 
points per minute and for the line scan speed is 7200 points per minute. The 
developed automated LTS system has been successfully implemented for different 
material sample surface scan, and generates 2D, 3D surface profiles and surface 
roughness parameters measurements. Developed Graphical User Interfaces are user 
friendly and as such could be applicable in any production line or any inspection 
system without inspection experts. The resolution of the developed system for depth 
measurements was found to be approximately 23.44 \im and accuracy of the system 
approximately ± 5.753 jim, depending on the scanned area.
7.2 Recommendations for future work
For high speed scanning an automated line scan system has been developed, but the 
system has not been calibrated for the laser line. In the present system the detector is 
perpendicular to the camera, so camera does not lose its focal point due to the height 
change in the depth direction but accuracy. is not very good. Improvement in 
accuracy would be possible
(1) By using a small spot size laser or very thin laser line, and
(2) By modifying the current experimental setup.
For improving the system accuracy the laser light could be perpendicular to the 
sample, so that the spot size will not increase due to the incident angle of laser light. 
I If the laser light is projected perpendicular to the sample surface the detector might
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lose the focal point due to the height variation in the depth direction as shown in 
figure 2.15. A possible way to improve the reproducibility o f focusing is to use an 
automatic focus (auto-focus) system that maintains the detector at the focal point. 
The depth of focus also a problem for the laser scanning system, which could be 
improved by using an axicone [29, 68].
The present system is capable of creating 2D, 3D surface profiles and can measure 
surface roughness parameters form sample surface. For complete inspection 
decision-making is an essential task. For example, in the case o f visual inspection 
during production the system decides if the produced parts meet some quality 
standards by matching a computed description with some known model of the image 
(region or object) to be recognized. The decision (e.g. model matching) may involve 
processing with thresholds, statistical or soft classification. The decision process for 
past specification acceptance could also be implemented usually with specifications /  
being input through the GUI.
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Appendix A
A .l Details operation principle
Intersection of the laser beam with the surface creates a bright spot at position Xn, 
which is the real sampled surface point. Pn corresponds to the position on the surface 
when the laser beam intersects with the reference level. The lateral shift of the bright 
spot with respect to the reference level is 5n. So the normal distance between the 
actual surface and the reference level is proportional to the lateral shift 5n. The 
intersection of a light beam with a surface creates a bright spot whose lateral position 
depends on the surface height [33,60,61].
Incidence beam
Figure A.l: Basic principle
The distance is described by the equation:
f ? \
Z„ =
kM j
cot# A.l
Where, 0 is the angle o f incidence of the laser.
Since in this system the laser beam was stationary, the surface was swept laterally 
by equal increments in the X-direction, A. The lateral shift o f the bright spot on the 
surface was observed by the sensor. Only the lateral shift o f the bright spot, 6m was 
measured and was processed later for the surface reconstruction. Figure A .l shows
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the lateral shift o f  the laser beam  spot on the sensor. Lateral shift o f  the beam  spot on
the surface is thus determ ined by know ing the resolution o f  the sensor.
The resolution o f  the detector is the sm allest resolvable increm ent o f  size or 
positional change in the object plane that can be fully detected from one pixel to the 
next. It is determ ined by dividing the field o f  view  by the num ber o f  pixel elem ents 
in that direction. It is expressed as the am ount o f  spacing in the object that 
corresponds to  one pixel. For a 2-D  sensor w ith N xN  num bers o f  pixels and w ith the 
field o f  view, Ax, lateral resolution o f  the sensor is:
s , = %  A.2
and if  q is the physical dim ension o f  each pixel then m agnification o f  the cam era 
optical system  is
M = q/  A.3
/ o *
from the figure 2.19 if  p is the lateral shift o f  the beam  on the detector in term s o f  
num ber o f  pixels, then lateral shift o f  the beam spot on the surface is found as,
6, = pS, A.4
Therefore,
■ M )
A.5
I f  P0 is the position at origin in the co-ordinate system  o f  the surface and n the 
increm ent num ber in the X, then the following equations can be obtained:
P0 =  nA A.6
Know n as the sam pling position.
X„ =  nA + Sn A.7
W hich is the X co-ordinate o f  the n,h real surface point.
Using equations A .l and A .5, surface height at point Xn is found
Z . = P coté? A.8
In o rder to  obtain a 3-D  m ap o f  the surface, several profiles separated by a distance 
in the Y -direction were taken. Thus the eo ordinates o f  the inspected surface
points arc
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A.9
Th e  w hole  system is calibrated b y  means o f  smooth reference surface, w h ich  has 
precise displacement along its norm al. A t  each vertica l position  o f  the surface, the
is possible to get the distance Z n from  equation A . 8. T h is  the conversion factor for 
the system. Th e  C onvers ion  factor is dependent on the incidence angle, o n . the 
m agnification o f  the reception optical system and the sensor dim ension.
A.2 Image spot location calculation
In  optical triangulation systems laser beam spot position  on the target surface must 
be determined w ith  great accuracy. Th e  image on the array detectors provides the 
position o f  the spot on the surface to be scanned. T y p ic a lly , a laser beam spot image 
has an approxim ately Gaussian shaped intensity distribution. Th e  background 
influences this intensity distribution, the distance o f  the target from  the array detector 
camera, and the angle o f  inclination o f  the target to the camera. Varia tions influence 
the accuracy w ith  w h ich  the detected image can be located. A  num ber o f  algorithms 
can be used to compute the locations o f  these target images to sub p ixe l precision, for 
exam ple, centroid methods and least squares template m atching. Th e  least squares 
method, w h ich  is com putationally expensive, is able to indicate the “ goodness' o f  fit” 
between the target and an ideal template. C entro id  methods, w h ich  are simple to 
calculate, do not p rovide  such inform ation.
One o f  the most comm on, and in tu itive ly  acceptable defin itions o f  the centre o f  the 
target image is the position  o f  its centroid. Th e  position can be defined b y  co ­
ordinates relative to an arbitrary o rig in  and arbitrary axes, but fo r convenience w ith  a 
corner and edges o f  the tw o dim ensional array o f  p ixe ls . T o  define the position o f  the 
centroid o f  a target image w ith in  the array, it is convenient to take a rectangular 
shaped subset o f  p ixe ls  (o r w in d o w ), w h ich  encloses the target image. Th en  a local
/ \
shift incurred b y  the brigh t spot is recorded, I f  the factor —  c o t#  is determined, it
\ M  )
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co-ord inate system  w ith  o rig in  at a com er o f  the w in d o w  and orthogonal axes 
parallel to its sides is convenient as a basis fo r calculating the position  o f  the centroid 
o f  the target image. F igu re  A . 2 illustrates the arrangement. Th e  w in d o w  has m pixels 
in  the x  d irection and n in the y  direction.
If ,  fo r p ixe l (z, j )  in  the w in d o w  the intensity level is ly , then the co-ordinates o f  the 
centroid are, i f  the factor at each p ixe l is taken to be proportional to the intensity 
leve l Uj :
n m n m
V V i . (  I I U ,
Y  _  7=1 f=l______  Y  __ 7=1 J=1______
n m and n m A . 12
Y L h  Y Z h
7=1 i=l 7=1 i=l
P ixe l ( i j )  intensity Ij
m
(0,0)
m
■>
( X ,Y )
V >
'S
F igure  A .2 : Laser beam spot position  in an array detector [33,62]
Th e  co-ordinates ( X ,  Y )  in  equation A . 12 are re lative to the array o f  p ixe ls  and 
defines the centroid in the image co-ord inate system. T h is  equation yie lds the 
centroid o f  the spot position in  p ixe ls  and a llow s the triangulation system to 
determine the location o f  the center o f  the spot to a fraction o f  p ixe l.
A nother centroid defin ition  investigated an algorithm  to determine the centroid o f  the 
spot image where the intensity values are squared. T h is  has the effect o f  g iv in g  more 
w eight to the h igher intensity levels w h ich , are more p recise ly measured and, in  a 
real image, less affected b y  background intensity variations. T h is  centroid could  not 
be expected to be correct w hen a small image cove ring  a few  p ixe ls  is used, because 
under these circumstances the calculated center w i l l  be in correctly  biased toward the 
highest intensity leve l, rather than to the center o f  a group o f  h igh  intensity levels 
[33,62]. Th e  centroid co-ordinates are g iven  b y :
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x  = j = 1 /=!n m
I I / 1*
y= I i= l
ri rrt
and Y =
I I “ ’.
■H «=t
Z Z ' 2*
;*i 1=1
A.13
A.3 Noise thresholding
Threshold ing  is a technique used to se lective ly discard unwanted inform ation. In  the 
simplest case, thresholding can be used to filte r out spurious reflections and noise in 
the sensor system. Im portant sources o f  noises are the external illum ination, laser 
speckle, laser focusing, laser pow er, object re fle ctiv ity , electrom agnetic interference, 
signal quantization etc. Some o f  the sources o f  noise have a m ultip licative  effect on 
the signal others have additive effect. B y  thresholding some o f  the noise can be 
rem oved. In  the figure A .3 , the small intensity values in  the p ixe ls  that are not part o f  
the real spot w il l  s lig h tly  shift the spot’s calculated centroid. Th e  horizontal line in 
the figure indicates where the threshold could  be set to counteract the effect o f  noise.
F igu re  A .3 : Setting a threshold eliminates noise and reduces distortions in the 
subsequent calculation o f  the centroid
B y  setting the threshold above the noise, a ll p ixe l values equal to o r less than the 
threshold value are set to zero before calculating the centroid. T h is  rem oves most o f  
the Optical and electronic noise from  the image, ensuing that the resulting centroid 
calculation w il l  not be biased [33,63].
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F igure  A .4: Th reshold ing  is used to elim inate the secondary spot
A nother application o f  thresholding is the suppression o f  secondary images. F igure
A .4  is typ ica l o f  a transparent glass o r plastic com ponent where the laser reflects not 
on ly  from  the top (firs t surface), but also from  the underside o f  the material (second 
surface). There  are tw o d istinctly  different spots separated b y  the thickness o f  the 
material. O ne spot has an amplitude greater than the other's because the amount o f  
reflected ligh t is greater from  the first surface than the second surface.
T o  determine the distance to the first surface, thresholding can be used to suppress 
the secondary spot; the result is that the centroid calculation is perform ed on the 
largest spot [63].
I l l
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Appendix B
B .l Unique properties of laser light
In  this section the properties o f  lasers light, w h ich  make lasers such useful tools in an 
incredib le  va rie ty  o f  application are discuss [36]. Laser radiation is characterize b y  
extrem ely h igh  degree o f  [37]:
1. M onochrom aticity
2. Coherence
3. D irection a lity
4. Brightness
B.1.1 Monochromaticity
Th e  term m onochrom atic lite ra lly  means single co lour o r single wavelength. 
H ow ever, no ligh t source (o r any electromagnetic source fo r that matter) is perfectly  
m onochrom atic. Lasers tend to be re la tive ly  m onochrom atic. H ow ever, this depends 
on the types o f  laser, and special techniques can be used to im prove 
m onochrom aticity to one part in  10 fo r standard com m ercial systems for 
interferom etric measurement applications o r m uch better in  science lasers for 
seism ographic w o rk  o r frequency standardisation. M onochrom atic output, or high 
frequency stab ility, is o f  great im portance for lasers being used on interferom etric 
measurements since the w avelength is the measure o f  length o r distance and must be 
know n w ith  extreme precision [36].
B.1.2 Coherence
T h e  concept o f  coherence is one o f  considerable interest in  a w ide  va rie ty  o f  laser 
applications such as com m unications, holography, D o p p le r ve locim etry and 
interferom etric measurements. Lasers provide  a h igh  radiance source o f  ligh t w ith  a 
h igh  degree o f  coherence. T h is  com bination is not available from  any other source o f  
ligh t [36]. Lasers are source o f  Tem poral and Spatial Coherent light. Com pared w ith  
the ligh t generated b y  a thermal lamp laser light is especia lly suited for applications
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in  surface and materials science due to its coherence, intensity and due to the 
p o ss ib ility  to generate short and ultrashort pulses.
T w o  partial waves o f  a ligh t source are called coherent i f  the ir phase differences are 
constant, w h ich  leads, upon superposition, to interference phenomena. Tem poral 
coherence is equivalent to the amplitudes o f  the emitted electromagnetic wave 
rem aining constant over a considerably long time. T h is  is demonstrated in figure B . l  
b y  com parison o f  the temporal evo lu tion  o f  the electric fie ld  amplitude emitted from  
a laser source and that emitted from  a thermal ligh t source.
F igu re  B . l :  Tem poral change o f  the electrom agnetic fie ld  strength E  fo r thermal light
source (a) and a laser (b ) [34]
Th e  ‘coherence length’ L  c is defined as the difference in optical length that results in 
a phase difference between tw o partial waves sm aller than t , hence that difference 
that a llow s interferences to occur. Th e  corresponding ‘coherence tim e’ Tc =  L c / c is 
related to the coherence length v ia  the speed o f  light, c, in  the investigate medium.
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H ig h  temporal coherence results in  ligh t that is strongly m onochrom atic. H ow ever, 
strongly m onochrom atic ligh t is not necessarily h ig h ly  tem pora lly coherent since the 
photon statistics o f  ligh t from  a lamp and that from  a laser are fundam entally 
different
B.1.3 Directionality
Perhaps the most arresting property o f  laser ligh t is its d irectionality. A pa rt from  
sem iconductor ju n ctio n  lasers, lasers emit radiation in  a h ig h ly  directional, 
collim ated beam w ith  a lo w  angle o f  divergence. T h is  is im portant because it means 
that the energy carried b y  the laser beam can be collected easily and focused onto a 
small area. F o r conventional sources, where the radiation spreads out into a so lid  
angle o f  4n sr, effic ient co llection  is almost im possible even at large distances from  
the laser [35]. Th e  d irectiona lity o f  the beam is expressed b y  the angular broadening 
80, w h ich  is related to the beam diameter, d, at the exit o f  the laser and its 
w avelength X b y  the equation
86- -  B.l
d
T h e  distribution o f  fie ld  intensity w ith in  the cross-section o f  the laser beam and the 
angular distribution at large distances are related b y  a Fo u rie r transform  as is w e ll 
know n theory o f  d iffraction . Equation  B . l  is an approxim ate expression fo r the angle 
o f  d irectiona lity  fo r a re la tive ly  smooth intensity d istribution  [38].
B .l.4 Brightness
Th e  prim ary characteristic o f  laser radiation is that lasers have a h igher brightness 
than any other ligh t source. W e define brightness as the po w er emitted per unit area 
per u n it so lid  angel. Th e  relevant so lid  angle is that defined b y  the cone into w h ich  
the beam spreads. Hence, as lasers can produce h igh  levels o f  pow er in w e ll- 
collim ated beams, they represent sources o f  great brightness. H ig h  brightness is 
essential fo r the d e live ry  o f  high pow er per unit area to a target; this in  turn depends 
on the size o f  the spot to w h ich  the beam can be focused [35].
O ther properties o f  laser ligh t are:
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• Its speed is the highest speed possible.
• In  a vacuum  travels in  a straight line
• It  can ca rry  inform ation. .
• It  can be read ily  manipulated b y  m irrors and can be sw itched on and o f f  qu ick ly .
• It  can apply energy to ve ry  small areas.
• W hen pulsed it offers the po ssib ility  o f  pow er m ultip lication  b y  releasing energy
in  ve ry  b r ie f  pulses.
D ire ctio n a lity  m ay be seen as the most im portant o f  the above laser properties to 
obtain an accurate scanning system [15]
B.2 Types of lasers
In  the th irty  years since M aim an reported the first observation o f  successful laser 
action in  ru by, there has been an extrem ely rapid increase in  the types o f  lasers and in 
the range o f  materials in  w h ich  lasing has been shown to occur [35]. Lasers can be 
classified according to the lasing medium and pum ping methods.
Th e  first determines the laser wavelength, and the later, output pow er and operating 
mode. Lasers can be operated in three modes as show n in figure. F igu re  B .2 (a) 
shows C W  or continuous w ave operation.
Pulsed mode output is achieved b y  pulsed pum ping schemes. D epending n the 
pum ping methods, repetition rates from  hertz to k ilohertz  m ay be achieved w ith  
re la tive ly  h igh  bursts o f  output power.
Q -sw itch e d  output produces pulses w ith  ve ry  short duration, in  picosecond or 
nanosecond range, w ith  peak pow er in the kilow att o r megawatt range. Q -sw itch in g  
is accom plished b y  introducing into the resonance ca v ity  a device that low ers its Q  
and thus damps oscillation  and prevents stimulated em ission. A s  a result, an excess 
o f  electron overpopulation in lasing band is produced. W hen the oscillating 
inhabiting mechanism suddenly is rem oved, a ve ry  strong, short duration burst o f  
radiation is generated [39].
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Figure  B .2 : O perating modes o f  lasers
Lasers also have the fo llo w in g  classification according to their lasing medium.
1. S o lid  state lasers
2. Gas lasers
a. A tom ic  gas lasers
b. M o le cu la r gas lasers
3. D ye  lasers
4. Sem iconductor lasers
B.3 Laser mode
M odes are the standing oscillating electrom agnetic waves, w h ich  are defined b y  the 
ca v ity  geom etry. Laser w orks in  the longitud ina l and transverse mode. W hen 
longitudinal modes oscillate, they interfere w ith  each other, form ing the transverse 
standing w ave pattern on any transverse intersection plane. T h is  mechanism decides 
the Transverse E lectrom agnetic M odes ( T E M )  o f  the laser beam, w h ich  is the wave
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pattern on the output aperture plane. T E M pqi to specify a T E M  mode, where p is the 
num ber o f  radial zero fields, q is the num ber o f  angular zero fie lds, q is the number 
o f  longitud ina l fie lds, and usua lly  use T E M pq to specify a T E M  mode, w ithout the 
third index. V a rio u s  T E M  mode patterns is shown figure  B .3 . C le a rly , the mode 
pattern affects the distribution o f  the output beam energy, w h ich  w il l  thus affect the 
m achining process [40]. Intensity distribution o f  T E M 0 0  mode laser is shown in 
figure  B .4 .
TEM00 TEMOI TEM02
TEM10 TEM11 TEM12
TEM20 TEM 21 TEM22
Figure  B .3 : V a rio u s  mode patterns [40]
-intensity' ’ “ \
N o r m a l is e d  r a d iu s
Figure B.4: Gaussian intensity distribution for TE M 0 0  mode [41]
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Appendix C
Laser diode module
C .l Thorlabs CPS186 specifications
C o llim a to r Pen C P S  186
DcscjJjjtion 
T ype num ber:
Dale o f first issue:
Du to o f  change:
P roperties
Housing:
Lens:
Type o f  laser
Op era tini: I e mpe rat u re: 
Storage temperature: 
Application:
C P S  186
Aug-28-9N 
Sep-01-OS
Aluminum
Glass
N-type
-10 to C>0 °C 
-40 io .S5 °C 
Test & Measurement 
Alignment
O peration al H azard; Scn iic«B cluctw rJ,nsaJIIi»d e
This laser pen omits radiation that is visible to the human eye. Whci 
use. Jo  not look directly into the device. Direct viewing o f  laser dio- 
emission at close range may cause eye damage, especially in conjuiii 
with collimating lenses. Extreme care must be taken to prevent the I 
from being viewed directly or through external optics or mirrors.
This product conforms to all applicable standards o lT D A  regulation 
(DI'1HS. 21 O R  subchapter J). In combination with a pow er suppls 
laser module falls within Safety Class 3E3. Due to the small size ol t 
devices. (Ik* required warning is affixed to the box containing the las 
modules.
Q uick  r e fe r e n te ,daia
-L V i O /-'
Svnihol P a ra m e te r C onditions M in r>p M ax unit
À W avelength 670 680 uni
Po Optical output power 100mm from pen 4.0 4.5 mW
D ix
il//
Beam diam eter perpendicular x 
parallel to the laser stripe
l:VVI IM at pen 
exit
4.4
1.2
mm
mm
O lx
B//
Beam divergence Including natural 
divergence
0.6
I..S
mrad
mrad
c/om Optical-mechanical axis deviation 7 15 mrad
dea Clear aperture 4.4 mm
b p Operating current laser pen 55 mA
Vop Operating voltage With reference to 
u round
-4.5 -5 -5.5 V
L aser p en  d im en sion s Pinn in g
1 = -5V
2 = Not connected 
.' =  Ground
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C.2  Laserex laser line specifications
LaserexLDM-4 Standard Module
Features
Compact size (11mm dia. x 25mm long)
Stow start, reverse polarity and over voltage 
proleclion
Small local spots down to 10 microns 
Available with range of line generators both 
Gaussian and Unifoim Intensity 
Cost effective
Available Wàvélengths & Powers Wavelength (nm) Power (mW)
' •. 1  • ; ‘ 1 635nm 0.5 - 25mW
-j-* :  - ■ "' I 
i - r - -  ■ : ; * r V  • * ■ : ■ i
650nm 0 .5 - 40mW
670nm 0.5 - 8mW
; 1780nm 1 - 50mW
'■ ■ te “' / ’-.. v f è M -  !t s V  :
: ' V  V • ■■ ¡ « '■ ; V  . 1
808nm 1 -  400mW (requires external 
driver)
; 830nm 5 - 40mW
* f  ‘ \  ’ i 840nm 0.5 - 8mW
? ' .  . 1 .  ~ ' f 850nm 0.5 -  8mW
905nm 1 0 “  25mW
?BeamrSizFat”o u tp u t" ~ * i }. ' " T  ’
' . 1
1 Apertured 3mm X 2mm
 Non-aperture -  Glass 6mm X 2mm
’ ; . • ' • ■ ■ ' j Non-apertured - Plastic 5mm X 2mm
Typical'Achicvable focal spot sizes (1/e2) 1 
(spot.circularity of measurementsi0.95
• Focus,Distance (mm) * Spot Size (um) • ^ ;  r 
Apertured/Nori-aperturod
typical)) ' |1 25 1 5 /1 8
• •' -* ' ' ■ -  1 50 2 7 /3 4
’W  , . / ¿ v -  I’ • -i !■ J J .r. .f • fl ' J 1 Vv ■! 1i . 75 42 / 58 ^ ^ J! • ft • .1 _. - ;  ■ t.  -T ji : ■ j1 150 8 5 /1 1 5
200 1 1 7 /13 5
Typical Achievable Line Thicknesses Focus Distance (mm) „ Line Thickness (um)
.(■1/02) = ; i.; . V',1 # A  . JI 25 12
:'(vyhen usedwithone of our.line g e n e ra to rs )!
 ^ ’ 1
I 50 25
i 75 40
; ' 1I 150 80
1« - ... . . “ 200 110
'Beam a Divergence ' r •••. r ' 0.75 mrad
’Mechanical / Optical Alignment I Standard Fixed Focus < +/- 10mm <a? 3m
I Special Fixed Focus < +/- 5mm (55 3m
This product is registered wilh the FDA in accordance  with 21 CFR I040.10|a)|3){l) and  is com plant with European, and 
Austraia/New Zealand laser solely standards 73/23/EEC • 98/37/EG, 89/336/EEC. EN 50081-1, EN-31252, EN-31252, EN 55022. EN 
60825*1 and AS/NZS 2211:1997. The complete laser product manufacturer must supply odequate  instructions lor Installation and 
servicing of this product. This is not a removable laser system. This product is designed solely as a componenl In on electronic 
product and therefore does not comply with the requirements ol 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 for com plete laser products. Avoid 
direct eye exposure to the beam . J
1 2 1
11 mm diam eter x 25.4mm
! ODeratina:Voltatie a  f ' :' t r : 3 - 6  VDC
f >(Ty pical Lppe rati ng > C u rrent^^ksf
*Sjfc -H:'’1 ^  •pfj
■ i t s i
■s Laser, Powe r {m W) *Cürrênt:(m A K  : ■ ■ v - t
I 1-4 <45
I 5-8 <80
15-50 < 120mA
¿Power Stability (25decj.C) ^  vty  < 2hr. <1%
*
“BeamTPointina Stability? £ <50urad
"Spectral L inew id th iiS  MR  -I •>.• <0.5nm typical
'f: External TTTL'Mod u lation
t v  :  ¿ r ;
^ Standard L D M ^ 'i . : Ì With;Pulslng Option , . r .
I 1kHz 500kHz
Gaussian Line Generator Profile 60 degrees
Angular Position
Standard Gaussian Lino Generator Options
Part Numbor Lino Generator Fan Anglo
L5 5 degrees
LB 8 deqrees
L15 15 degrees
L40 40 degrees
L45 45 degrees
L60 60 degrees
L70 70 degrees
L30 90 degrees
Uniform Intensity Line Generator Profile 60 degrees
Angular Position
Standard Uniform Intensity Line Generators
Part Number Lino Gonorator Fan Anglo
UL60 60 degrees
UL90 90 degrees
Determining Laser Specification! from part number
L D M
M O D U L E W A V E L E N G T H P O W F R I.e N S 1- O C  U S O P T IC
1 «  M ic ro
2 »  X -Y  A d j u s t a b l e
3  = S o a l o d
4  s  S t a n d a r d
a *  L o w  D i v e r u u n c u
6 3 5  »  6 3  S e im  
6 5 0  =■ e s O n r n
9 8 0  ■ 900rifT 1
1 -  lin W  
3  ** 3 i n  W
so -  a o inw
P  ■  P i n s t l c  
G  =  G l a s s
G A  "■ G l a u s  A p a r a l u i o a
F 1 ÜO *  1 O O m m  
F 3 S O  =  3 5 0 m m
n o n «  «  C o l l i m a  t a  a
L S  -  U »»e  5 °
L 1 0  -  L in e  IO 11
C M  ■  C f o a a  H a i r
This product is registered with the FDA in accordance  w ith  21 CFR 1040.10(a)(3) (I) and is compliant with European, and 
AustraSa/New ZeaSand laser safety standards 73/23/EEC - 98/37/EG. S9/336/EEC, EN 50081-1, EN-31252. EN-31252. EN 55022, EN 
60825*1 and  AS/NZS 2211:1997. The complcto laser product manufacturer must supply a d eq u a te  instructions for installation and 
servicing of this product. This Is not a  removable laser system. This product is designed solely as a  com ponent in an electronic 
product and  therefore does no! comply with the requirements of 21 CFR 1040.10 and  1040,11 for com plete laser products. Avoid 
direct eye exposure to Ihe beam .
►
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Appendix D
D .l CMOS camera specifications
C-Cam
Technologies
CCf15 CMOS Camera
&t i n
\¿1
©
cy
• 8-bit digital output
• Dynamic Range, of
• LVDS communication
• Works with PCI-• LVDS interfaceior,tHird-parw»f ra me grabbe rs *>’
m *  :r< ^  - .
■■  ^ - v i V .  .
The CCf16 camera is oneo f'aserieso f highly">:v>:of’Nghty.iTTiis.sensor, is specially designed for 
Integrated CMOS sensonbas ed cameras. The r  . very high ligHt levels.;^ 
camera Is eqidppedwlth the Fuga15d 'CMOS; > -m
 ^ 4t. %-jj, tj£ . •••„.'•■ V", ;?/' .
Image sensor designed by Fill Factory 512 x 5 1 2 ; . ,  CrCam ^ Technologies supply the standard PCI- 
plxels (12.5 pm square). ■; - u LVDScardas' Interface. Alternatively, any com-
' patlbjo digftalframe grabber equipped with bi- 
Random access to pixels makes It-possible to rdirwtlonaTLVDS Interface technology can be
achieve very high frame rates If the Window O f.. -  • used, but then an external power supply Is 
Interest (WOI) Is limited. This makes it an ideal ; :required: The camera supports cables up to 10 
camera for spot tracking applications. The' log- * mrters long. • 
arlthmlc response of the sensor results In an~ . ,,
extended dynamic range of 120 dB (6 decades The softvvare In theCCf16 camera provides flex-
' ibDlty and can be altered to the customer's spe- 
■ clfic requirements, e.g. special trigger timing for 
use with lasers. Additional memory can be used 
for storing the image and/or performing DSP- 
like operations.
The CCf16 camera provides a complete solution 
for system designers who require a rapid solu­
tion with little or no involvement at the chip 
level.
r
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CCf15 CMOS Camera
r\
Sensor Specifications 
Imagor Type
Sensor Types 
Total Pixels 
Total Light-Sensitive Pixels 
Window of interest (WOI)
Active Image Area 
Pixel Pitch 
Fill Factor 
Spectral Response^ 
Blooming 
Smear
Standard Dynamic Range 
Grey Level Resolution 
MTF
; '? > Mechanical 
Specifications 
?  ^ Dimensions
Weight
CMOS integrating active. 
pixel sensor (APS)
Fugat 5d designed by ; r .
IMEC- Fin Factory V  
Fuga15d Monochrome,,-1-^;
262.144 (512H x 512y); f ^
262.144 (512H.x.512V0i a :
Any rectangle ornne^ V ^  V- >-v '‘ - ; • -  >  * -
image format and even - Microscope Adaptor
singlepwel^can^be i  ; I ’i ;  , .
specKled ■ ■;; .'»
í  .^Housing ‘ 
.% en8'Adapter
Response Time
6.4 mm (H) X 6:4 mm (V)£
12.5x.12;5;Mm\'. '
1 5 % ; ^
More than 30.% 4
' Non-existent* ^  ■-
4fromS>nW/cm2. . ■
120.a r -  ' , . ^
S bits or 256 gfeyjlevels j  
0.35 Nyqulst with . „.* ;
500nmjight / /  .... • ' • • ' » - r ; Power,Requirements 
: A 'ms@ 0Ü4 W/çm2;àn<j ¿ ^ * ì> w l r s i^ l /v o l t a g 8  
-400ps @ 0.4 W/cm2 - l i ;  "’•■! -, rVr 
1 (650: nm )/ :• ■ , . / ’I t
1 ‘ i ; »TM|jod'mount1 
>! ■* "'<• ^  Machine'mount. .V. ■ ■ >■; * ,/ ~ .
" a- v’*>.
' "?% Ehvirohmentai 
■ <■ - K ' ^  Requirements 
' • . Operating temperature 
; ■ f . ^Storage temperature 
ft ; X ,l V.^ .T' *• VV!^ -.«1 + .
ii-, < '. 1' jft.. '-..j «? ' ■ ■
Image Specifications 
Pixel Rate 
Frame Speed Full Resolution
Frame Speed WOI
Exposure time 
Shutter
^Approx. 3.7-MHz (typical) 
Approx. 14 frames/sec-. 
ond (raw speed)' 
Depending on frame size 
and selected readout" 
speed (extreme high)' 
Not applicable for this 
kind of sensor 
.Not applicable for this 
kind of sensor
#4
. r
;>rf> •
■ïh’-1
Ordering Information 
Monochrome
-Approx. 115x 60 x 50 
mm (not including lens) 
Approx. 450 grams (not 
including lens) 
Aluminium
C-mount standard blact 
anodised
„1.25 Inch Push-Rt 
adapter black anodised 
-(optional)
i f  A Inch mount (1 off) 
jM6x 1 (2 off)
0°C to +50°C 
-30°C to +80°C In non­
condensing conditions
from PC through SCSI 
cable when used with 
standard I/O PCtLVOS 
interface
8 -1 2  Volts DC only if 
used with third-party 
digital frame grabbers
CCF15-30-M
Memory ^ expansion (option) Contact C-Cam
interface Specifications 
Interface Type
Remote Control 
Interface connector 
Cable Lengths
Digital LVDS (Texas 
Instruments) bi-direction­
al (LVDM)
Via Digital LVDS!interface 
SCSI 50 pins connector 
1, 3, 5 or 10 meters from 
camera to PC Interface
C-Cam  Technologies 
division of V U L ilU R L  
Interleuvenlaan 46, 
B-3001 Leuven, Belgium
Tel. : +32 (0)16 40 20 16 
Fax :+32 (0)16 40 03 23 
www.vectoHnternational.be 
info@vector-international.be
f
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D.2 C am era  fram e speed
Table D . l :  Camera frame speed in different W O I
W O I T im e (Sec) N o . o f  image Fram e speed / sec
512 b y  512 92.608 352 7
300 b y  300 69.213 725 11
100 b y 100 27.205 1054 39
52 b y  50 24.657 2401 97
68 b y  30 22.804 2271 99
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Appendix E
1. 1 to 8 axes o f  D C  servo contro ller w ith  no external am plifiers
2. Independent p o in t-to -p o in t position or ve lo c ity  contro l o f  a ll 8 axes
3. F u ll support fo r W in d ow s XP/2000/NT/ME/98
4. O n -bo ard  m ulti-tasking o f  up to 10 independent user program s frees host P C  
fo r other tasks
5. F u lly  program m able in C/C++/Visual Basic/D elphi &  Lab V ie w
E.l DCX-PCI100 motion control motherboard specifications
F igure  E . l :  D C X -P C I1 0 0  M o tio n  C o n tro l M otherboard
E.2 MC110 motion control modules specifications
1. O perating M odes: Position; V e lo c ity
2. C o n tro l F ilte r: 3 .3 K H z  P ID ; 32 b it precision
3. V e lo c ity  P rofiles: Trapezoida l
4. O utput: A n a lo g  S ignal; 12 b it ±10 V D C
5. Position Feedback: 750.000 counts/sec increm ental encoder (sing le  ended or 
d ifferential)
6. Encoder Supp ly : +5 or + 1 2 V D C
7. Jum per selectable
8. Encoder Inputs: D iffe rentia l (-7  to +7 V C D )  o r T T L
9. Jog  Input: 2 dedicated inputs ( lo w  true)
10. Inputs ( T T L ) :  L im it+ ; L im it -; Coarse H om e; In d e x; A m p lifie d  Fault
11. Outputs ( T T L ) :  A m p lif ie r  Enable
F igu re  E .2 : D C X  -  M C I  10 M o tio n  C o n tro l M odules
E.3 Actuator Specifications
1. M o to rize d  Actuator: 12V D C  Servo M o to r
2. M ir ro r  M oun t D ro p -in  Replacem ent fo r 1/4-80 Actuators
3. Actuator T ra ve l: 12mm
4. 0.05 [im  M in im u m  Increm ental M o ve
5. Com patible w ith  M a n y Standard Contro lle rs/D rivers
6. L im it  Switches Prevents A ccidenta l A ctuator Dam age
7. H ig h  Precision  R otary Encoder (48 counts per re vo lu tio n )
8. Speed Range 50-425jam/s
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F igure  E .3: M o to rize d  Actuator.
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F igu re  E .4 : M echanica l draw ing o f  Thorlabs Z612B 12mm M o to rize d  Actuator.
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Appendix F
T u n in g  Step #1 Open the Servo T u n in g  U t i l i t y  (Start\Programs\Motion 
C ontro l\M otion  Integrator\Servo T u n in g ). F rom  the menu bar select Setup and then 
T e s t S etup . C o n fig u re  the Test Setup d ia log as shown figure  F . l ,  100 counts and 
500 ms are used as typ ica l test setup.
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F igure  F . 1: Servo tuning step 1 (Test setup).
T u n in g  Step# 2 Set fo llo w in g  m otion and P ID  filte r values. Servo tuning u tility  for 
setting M o tio n  and P ID  is shown in figure  F.2 .
M o tio n  and P ID  setup was used for develop inspection.system :
A c c e le ra t io n - 10000 
M a x . V e lo c ity  = 9000 
Proportional G a in  =  1000 
Integral G a in  = 500
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Integration L im it = 50 
D e riva tive  G a in  = 500 
D e riva tive  Sam pling =  0.005115 
F o llo w in g  E rro r  =  32000
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F igu re  F.2 : Servo tuning step 2 (M o tio n  and P ID  setup).
Tuning Step #3 T u rn  on the axis and turn o f f  the T ra je cto ry  Generator. W h ile  setting 
proportional and derivative  gain, the step response should occur w ith  the Tra je cto ry  
Generator disabled. T h is  w il l  result in  the magnitude o f  the output signal being 
determined o n ly  b y  a P D  filte r, the contro ller w il l  not apply a m axim um  ve lo c ity  or 
ram ping (acceleration/deceleration), shown in  figure F .3 .
I
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F igu re  F .3 : Servo tuning step 3.
Tuning Step #4 T u rn  on the axis and the T ra je cto ry  Generator. W ith  the Tra jecto ry  
generator turned on, the user can execute ‘real w o r ld ’ m oves d isp laying the 
calculated position , actual position , and fo llo w in g  error plots as shown in  figure F.4.
I
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m Servo Tuning
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F igu re  F.4 : Servo tuning step 4.
Tuning Step #5 Saving  the T u n in g  Parameters. W hen servo tuning is complete, 
c los ing the tuning u tility  w il l  prom pt this message about saving the A u to  In itia lize  
settings, selecting Yes w il l  store a ll settings fo r a ll installed axes in  the M C A P I . IN I  
file  (in  the W id o w s fo lder). Selecting N o  w il l  cause a ll settings to be discarded.
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Appendix G
G .l General configuration of LabView call library function
T h is  section focuses on L a b V ie w  software that was used fo r system automation. 
L a b V ie w  is specifica lly  designed to q u ick ly  im plem ent a com puter-controlled data 
gathering, analysis and display. It  can be extensive ly  custom ized to suit user 
requirements. A  G U I  panel explains any program  and subprogram  that the user can 
see and interact w ith  object icons representing program  functions. Th e  graphical 
program  is called a b lock  diagram. Camera interfacing w ith  L a b V ie w  was a ve ry  
im portant part o f  this w o rk  because the C C A M  camera interface was not p re viou s ly  
available through v L a b V ie w  program . L a b V ie w  C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  was use for 
interfacing camera w ith  L a b V ie w .
T h e  L a b V ie w  C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  N ode  is a b lock  diagram  objects that links 
source code w ritten in a conventional program m ing language to Lab  V ie w . Th is  
appears on the b lock  diagram  as an icon w ith  input and output terminals. L in k in g  
external code to L a b V ie w  includes the fo llo w in g  actions:
1. C om pile  the source code and lin k  it to form  executable code. I f  a com piled D L L  
available, this step is not necessary.
2. L a b V ie w  calls the executable code when the C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  N ode executes.
3. L a b V ie w  passes input data from  the b lock diagram  to the executable code.
4. L a b V ie w  returns data from  the executable code to the b lock  diagram.
F igu re  G . l  shows the C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  object on the b lock  diagram. Location 
o f  this function as on the F u n c t io n s »A d v a n c e d  palette.
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F igu re  G . l :  C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  location in  Function  Palette.
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Figure G.2: Call L ibrary Function D ialog B ox and updated  node.
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R ig h t-c lic k  the icon and select Configure in  the shortcut menu to access the Call 
Library Function dia log b o x  where specify the lib ra ry , function , parameters, return 
value fo r the object, and ca lling  conventions in W in d ow s. W hen  c lic k  OK in  the 
d ia log b o x , L a b V ie w  updates the icon according to settings, d isp laying  the correct 
num ber o f  term inals and setting the terminals tot the correct data types. F igu re  G .2 
shows the downloaded functions name in C a ll L ib ra ry  function dialog* b o x after 
defin ing lib ra ry  òr D L L  location in  L ib ra ry  Nam e or Path. A ls o  dow nload all 
functions from  specific lib ra ry . F igu re  G.3 shows the Call Library Function dialog 
b o x  in  b lock  diagram  w ith  updated input and output term inals [59].
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Figure G.3: Functions dow nload from DLL by Call L ibrary Function node.
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A cco rd in g  to configure  parameters, the Function Prototype area displays the C  
prototype fo r the b u ild ing  function. Th e  return value fo r the function returns to the 
righ t term inal o f  the top pa ir o f  terminals o f  the object. I f  there is no return value, this 
pa ir o f  term inals is unused. Each additional pair o f  term inals corresponds to a 
parameter in  the functions parameter list. T o  pass a value to the function, w ire  to the 
left term inal o f  a term inal pair. T o  read the value o f  a parameter after the function 
call, w ire  from  the righ t term inal o f  a terminal pair.
G.2 Calling Conventions (Windows)
U se  the Calling Conventions p u ll-d o w n  menu in  the Call Library Function dialog 
bo x to select the ca lling  conventions fo r the function. Th e  default ca lling  convention
is C . W e can also use the standard W in d ow s ca llin g  c o n ve n tio n , stdcall. Refer to
the docum entation fo r the D L L  w e want to ca ll fo r the appropriate calling 
conventions. Parameters In it ia lly , C a ll L ib ra ry  Function  has no parameters and has 
a return value o f  Void. T o  add parameters to the function, c lick  the Add a 
Parameter Before or After buttons. T o  rem ove a parameter, c lick  the Delete this 
Parameter button. U se  the Parameter p u ll-d o w n  menu t o . select different 
parameters or the return value. Th e  parameter name does not affect the call, but it is 
propagated to output w ires.
U se  the Type p u ll-d o w n  menu to indicate the type o f  each parameter. F o r return 
type, you  can set Type to Void, Numeric, or String. Void is o n ly  available for 
return type and is not available fo r parameters. U se  Void fo r the return type i f  the 
function does not return any values. E ve n  i f  the function  we call returns a value, we 
can use Void for the return type. W hen the function  returns a value and we select 
Void as the return type, the value returned b y  the function  is ignored [57].
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Appendix H -  CCAPI.H Header file
/* C C a p i.h  */
//#include Mw in d o w s.h M -  must be included b y  application 
# if  !defined( D L L I M P O R T )
# if  !defined( D L L E X P O R T )
// should not happen 
#define D L L I N O U T  
#else
#define D L L I N O U T   declspec( d lle x p o rt)
#endif
#else
#define D L L I N O U T   declspec( d llim p o rt)
# endif
# ifd e f cplusplus
extern " C ” { /* Assum e C  declarations fo r C + +  */
# end if /*  cplusplus */
typedef enum {
C C _ N O _ T R IG G E R  =  0x0,
C C I N T E R F A C E T R I G G E R S I N G L E ,
// i f  interface card supports trigger input -  I/F sends start command 
C C I N T E R F A C E T R I G G E R C O N T I N U O U S ,
// i f  interface card supports trigger input -  I/F sends start command 
C C C A M E R A T R I G G E R S I N G L E ,
// i f  camera supports trigger input
C C _ C A M E R A _ T R IG G E R _ C O N T IN U O U S ,
// i f  camera supports trigger input
C C _ C  A M E R A C O N T I N U O U  S ,
// successive singleshots -  as fast as it goes 
// o n ly  supported w ith  Arm /Data 
C C C A M E R A C O N T I N U O U S T I M E D ,
// successive singleshots -  timed, but may be slow er due to large integration time 
C C _ C  A M E R A C O N T I N U  O U  S R O L L I N  G  
// continuous ro llin g  shutter operation fo r B C i4  / B C i5  o n ly  supported w ith  
Arm /Data
} C C  T R IG G E R  M O D E  ;
typedef enum {
C C _ C A P T U R E _ W A IT  -  0x0,
C C C A P T U R E N O W A I T ,
} C C _ C A P T U R E _ M O D E  ;
typedef enum {
C C _ P A R _ IN T E G R A T IO N _ T IM E  -  0x0,
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C C P A R G A I N ,
C C P A R O F F S E T ,
C C P A R D A T A M O D E ,
C C _ P A R _ P IX E L _ P R E C H A R G E ,
C C P A R C A M E R A M O D E ,
C C P  A R _ Y  S T A R T ,
C C _ P A R _ Y IN C ,
C C _ P A R _ Y E N D ,
C C _ P A R _ X S T A R T ,
C C _ P A R _ X IN C ,
C C P A R X E N D ,
C C P A R P W M ,
C C P A R A D C D E L A Y ,
C C P A R Y D E L A Y ,
C C  J P A R X D E L A Y  1,
C C _ P  A R X D E L  A  Y 2 ,  
C C P A R S E N S O R R E S E T ,  
C C _ P A R _ S E N S O R _ C A L IB R A T E ,  
C C P A R C O R R E C T I O N M O D E ,  
C C _ P A R _ A N  A V A L O ,
C C P A R A N A V A L 1,
C C P  A R A N  A  V  A L 2 ,
C C  J P  A R A N  A V  A L 3 ,
C C _ P  A R A N A V A L O  1P, 
C C _ P A R _ A N A V A L 2 3 P , 
C C J ’A R C T R L B I T ,
C C P A R Y P A R K ,
C  C _ P  A R X P  A R K ,
C C P A R L I N E C N T ,
C C _ P A R _ L IN E _ T IM E ,
C C „ P A R _ A N A S E L ,
C C P A R G A I N R E D ,
C C _ P A R _ G A IN _ G R E E N ,
C C P A R G A I N B L U E ,
C C P A R N L I S T O P S ,
C C J P A R _ R E S E T _ S M ,
C C _ P A R _ IN T E R F A C E _ F L A S H _ D E L A Y ,
C C _ P A R _ IN T E R F A C E _ F L A S H _ W ID T H ,
C C _ P A R _ IN T E R F A C E _ F L A S H _ S E T T IN G S ,
C C P A R S K I P X N C S W A I T ,
C C _ P A R _ O F F S E T _ B _ F IN E ,
C C P A R I N T S E L ,
C C P A R C A M E R A F L A S H D E L A Y ,
C C _ P A R _ C A M E R A _ F L A S H _ W ID T H ,
// C C _ P A R _ C A M E R A _ F L A S H _ S E T T IN G S ,
C C P A R C A M E R A T R I G G E R S E T T I N G S ,  
C C _ P A R  O F F S E T _ R E D , 
C C P A R O F F S E T G R E E N ,  
C C P A R O F F S E T B L U E ,  
C C P A R R E P E A T T I M E
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enum CC_SELDAC {
DACO = OxO,
DAC1 = 0x1000, 
DAC2 = 0x2000, 
DAC3 = 0x3000, 
DAC4 = 0x4000, 
DAC5 = 0x5000, 
DAC6 = 0x6000, 
DAC7 = 0x7000, 
DAC8 = 0x8000, 
DAC9 = 0x9000, 
DAC10= OxaOOO, 
DACll=OxbOOO, 
DAC12= OxcOOO, 
DAC13= OxdOOO, 
DAC14= OxeOOO, 
DAC15= OxfOOO,
} ;
} C C  P A R A M E T E R  ;
typedef enum {
C C C A M E R A N O R M A L  = 0x0, 
C C C A M E R A D I A G X ,  
C C C A M E R A D I A G Y ,  
C C C A M E R A D L A G X X O R Y  
} C C  C A M E R A  M O D E  ;
typedef enum {
C C _ W O I_ L E F T T O P _ R IG H T B O T T O M  =  0x0, 
C C _ W O I_ L E F T T O P _ W ID T H H E IG H T ,  
C C W O I C E N T E R W I D T H H E I G H T ,  
C C _ W O I_ R IG H T B O T T O M _ W ID T H H E IG H T ,  
} C C  W O IJ V ÍO D E  ;
typedef enum {
C C  C O R R E C T IO N  O F F  -  0x0,
C C C O R R E C T I O N F P N ,
C C C O R R E C T I O N P R N U ,
C C C O R R E C T I O N B A D P I X ,
C C C O R R E C T I O N C O R R D A T A ,
} C C  C O R R E C T IO N  M O D E  ;
typedef enum {
C C D  A T  A 8 B I T 7 D O  W N T O O  -  0x0, 
C C D  A T  A 8 B I T S D O  W N T O  1, 
C C _ D A T A _ 8 B IT _ 9 _ D O W N T O _ 2 , 
C C _ D A T A _ 8 B IT _ 1  l_ D O W N T O _ 4 , 
C C _ D A T A _ 1 6 B IT _ 9 _ D O W N T O _ 0 ,
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C C D  AT A_ 16BIT_ 1 l_DOWNTO_2,
CC_DATA_16BIT_11_DOWNTO_0,
CC DATA 8BIT10_DOWNTO 3,
} CC DATA M O D E ;
typedef enum {
CC_ERROR_NOTIFICATION_HANDLED_BY_APPLICATION = 0 ,  
CC_ERROR_NOTIFICATION_HANDLED_BY_CALLBACK, 
CC_ERROR_NOTIFICATION HANDLED_BY_API_MESSAGEBOX 
} CCERRORNOTIFICATION;
typedef enum {
CC_CAMERA_STATUS_CC = 0, 
CC_CAMERA_STATUS_ASTAT 
} CC_CAMERA_STATUS ;
typedef enum {
// this enum will not be used as such, because all values can be ored 
// but we preferred to group it this way 
CC_FLASH_SETTINGS_D A IS Y = 0x80, 
CC_FLASH_SETTINGS_INVERT_ARMIN = 0x01,
CC FLASH SETTINGSJNVERT TRIGGERIN = 0x02, 
CC_FLASH_SETTINGS_INVERT_ARMEDOUT = 0x04, 
CC_FLASH_SETTINGS_INVERT_FLASHOUT = 0x08 
} CC_FLASH_SETTINGS ;
typedef enum {
CC CAMERA TRIGGER INVERT TRIGGER IN = 0x01,
CC CAMERA TRIGGER INVERT TRIGGER OUT = 0x02,
CC CAMERA TRIGGER ARM = 0x04,
CC CAMERA TRIGGER ARMED OUTPUT = 0x08 
} CC_CAMERA_TRIGGER__SETTINGS ;
DLLINOUT BOOL WINAPI CC_GetDriverVersion( HANDLE Cam,
DWORD * pVersionNumber);
DLLINOUT BOOL WINAPI CC_GetDLLVersion( DWORD *
pVersionNumber);
DLLINOUT BOOL WINAPI CC_RegisterErrorHandler( HANDLE Cam ,
CC_ERROR_NOTIFICATION operation , void (* 
CallbackFunction)( int));
DLLINOUT HANDLE WINAPI CC_Open( LPCSTR CameraName,
ULONG CameraNumber, CC CAPTURE MODE CaptureMode ) ;
DLLINOUT BOOL WINAPI CC_Close( HANDLE Cam ) ;
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D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _Loa d In te rfa ce ( H A N D L E  C a m , char *
F i le S p e c ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _Loa d C a m e ra ( H A N D L E  C a m , char *
F i le S p e c ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C  G e tP C IB o a rd In fo ( U L O N G
Cam eraNum ber, char * pB oa rdType , char * p B o a rd R e v ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _C a p tu reS in g le ( H A N D L E  C a m , P V O ID
B u f fe r , U L O N G  TransferS ize  , C C _ T R IG G E R _ M O D E  T rig g e rM o d e  
, U S H O R T  T im e O u t .O V E R L A P P E D  * p U se rO ve rla p p e d ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _C a p tu reC on tin u ou s( H A N D L E  C a m ,
P V O ID  B u f fe r , U L O N G  B u ffe rS iz e , U L O N G  N o tif ic a t io n ln te rva l, 
U L O N G  Fram eSize , vo id  (* C a llba ckFun ctio n )( v o i d ) ,  H A N D L E  
U se rE ve n  C C _ T R IG G E R _ M O D E  T r ig g e rM o d e , U S H O R T  T im e O u t
) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L 'W IN A P I  CC_CaptureSequence( H A N D L E  C a m ,
P V O ID  B u f fe r , U L O N G  B u ffe rS ize  , U L O N G  N um berO fFram es , 
U L O N G  N o tif ic a t io n ln te rva l, U L O N G  F ra m e S ize , vo id  (* 
Ca llba ckFun ction )( v o i d ) ,  C C _ T R IG G E R _ M O D E  T rig g e rM o d e  , 
U S H O R T  T i m e O u t ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _ C a p tu re W a it( H A N D L E  C a m ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _C aptureS tatus( H A N D L E  Cam  )  ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _ C a p tu re A b o rt( H A N D L E  C a m ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _ S e tW O I(  H A N D L E  C a m , U S H O R T
X P a r l , U S H O R T  Y P a r l , U S H O R T  X P a r2  , U S H O R T  YP ar2  , 
U S H O R T  X In c  , U S H O R T  Y In c  , C C _ W O I_ M O D E  W O IM o d e  , 
U L O N G  ‘•'Fram eSize) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  CC_SetParam eter( H A N D L E  Cam  ,
C C  P A R A M E T E R  P a r , U L O N G  V a lu e  ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _G etS ta tus( H A N D L E  C a m , U L O N G  *
Status) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I CC_G etCam eraStatus( H A N D L E  Cam  ,
C C _ C A M E R A _ S T A T U S  i d x , U L O N G  * Status) ;
/* not yet documented in C C A P I .p d f  */
/* o n ly  supported b y  B C i4 /B C i5  U S B  versions */
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _ C a p tu re A rm ( H A N D L E  C a m , 
C C _ T R IG G E R _ M O D E  T r i g g e r M o d e ) ;
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D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _C a ptu reD a ta ( H A N D L E  C a m , P V O ID
B u f fe r , U L O N G  TransferS ize  , U S H O R T  T im e O u t , O V E R L A P P E D  
* p U se rO ve rla p p e d ) ;
/* not yet documented in C C A P I .p d f  */
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _ M e m o ryR e a d ( H A N D L E  Cam , P V O ID
B u ffe r, U L O N G  Address, U L O N G  S i z e ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _ M e m o ry W rite ( H A N D L E  Cam , P V O ID
B u ffe r, U L O N G  Address, U L O N G  S i z e ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I C C _ C a m e ra M e m o ryW rite ( H A N D L E  Cam ,
P V O ID  B u ffe r, U L O N G  Address, U L O N G  S i z e ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _S etR eg iste r( H A N D L E  C a m , U S H O R T
R e g is te r , U L O N G  V a l u e ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _ G e tR e g is te r( H A N D L E  Cam  , U S H O R T
R e g is te r , U L O N G  * V a l u e ) ;
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _G etH istog ram D a ta ( H A N D L E  Cam
,U S H O R T  *usM in  ,U S H O R T  * usG ravity  ,U S H O R T  
* u s M a x ,U L O N G  * u lV a lu e );
D L L I N O U T  B O O L  W IN A P I  C C _G etC a m eraN um ber( H A N D L E  C a m ,
D W O R D  * dw C am era N um b er);
# ifd e f  cplusplus
} /* E n d  o f  extern "C "  { */
# en d if /*  cplusplus */
/* end o f  C C a p i.h  */
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LabView camera programming front panel and block diagrams of subVI’s
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Figure 12:  Front panel o f  CC_Open.vL
Figure  1.3: B lo c k  diagram  o f  C C _ O p e n .v i.
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Figure 1.5: B lock diagram  o f  GC Loadlnterface.vi.
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F igure  1.6: Front panel o f  Set camera param eter.vi.
Figure 1.7: B lock diagram  o f  Set cam era param eter.vi.
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Figure 1.8: Front panel o f C C _SetW O I.vi.
Figure  1.9: B lo ck  diagram  o f  C C  S e tW O I.v i.
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Figure  1.10: Front panel o f  C C _ C a p tu re S in g le .v i.
F igure  L I  1: B lo c k  diagram o f  C C  Capturesing le .v i.
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Figure  1.12: Front panel o f  W rite B M P .v i.
Figure 1.13: B lock diagram  o f  W riteB M P.vi.
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Figure  1.14: Front panel o f  C C C l o s e . v i .
F igu re  1.15: B lo ck  diagram  o f  C C C l o s e . v i .
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